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Executive Summary 

The Marketing and Economic Study for Track 61 was initiated to evaluate freight 
market and economic development opportunities related to the proposed track 
enhancements and connections to the Port of Boston in the Boston Marine Industrial 
Park (BMIP).  The purpose of this Study is to examine the existing tenants and 
potential future users of freight rail on Track 61 within the BMIP and determine 
whether the market potential warrants the investment necessary for the rail 
improvements.  This was accomplished by reviewing existing studies, interviewing 
developers within the BMIP, determining potential uses for freight rail in the BMIP, 
and evaluating whether there is a market need for each particular use.   

The Track 61 project was initiated by the Economic Development and Industrial 
Corporation (EDIC)/Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA) to restore existing 
freight rail lines at the BMIP and to extend the freight track to service additional 
areas of the BMIP.  The BMIP is the only port to freight connection remaining in 
Boston and is an important intermodal connection.  The EDIC, in conjunction with 
Massport, is taking the necessary steps to maintain and enhance this critical link.  
Track 61 includes the rehabilitation of 2,860 linear feet of railroad track, the 
construction of 5,910 linear feet of new track, and associated roadway improvements 
and drainage modifications.  The project is estimated to cost $8 million.  A maximum 
of 20 freight cars per day could be handled at Track 61 with the proposed 
improvement.  Assuming 300 working days per year, the facility could process 6,000 
rail cars per year, which equates to approximately 24,000 truck trips on the highway 
network.   

Freight service to the BMIP is linked to major national freight routes.  In the 
immediate area are CSX’s Beacon Park Yard and Readville Yard.  CSX currently has 
the operating rights for freight rail in the BMIP, but these would likely be operated 
by an industrial switcher.  Except for switching and working cars within the BMIP, 
operations would be between 6 PM and 6AM due to current operational restrictions 
in the BMIP. 

Several uses or private investment opportunities have been identified in the 
evaluation of the BMIP.  These opportunities include new development, as well as 
new industrial uses of existing parcels.  These findings are consistent with the work 
completed to date on the on-going Statewide Freight Rail Plan.   

Various products or services were initially identified as having a potential use for rail 
in the BMIP include cold/multi-temperature storage, salt, beverage, forest products 
(lumber and paper products), building products, structural steel, primary products 
(cement, sand, plastics, and distiller’s grains), the Department of Defense, 
green/wind industry, and cross dock/overweight containers. 
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However, it was determined that there is a market need for cold/multi-temperature 
storage, cross dock facilities/overweight containers, distillers of grains, lumber, 
building products, structural steel, and beverages.  The Department of Defense could 
also benefit from the improvements, as the 10th Mountain Division of the United 
States Army (headquartered in Watertown, New York) does not currently have a 
Port of Embarkation.  Each of these uses could benefit from the Track 61 
improvements and the intermodal connection that it would create.  Introducing these 
uses to the BMIP would help fill a market need and reduce dependence on other 
ports and other modes of transport, including truck traffic, from existing 
manufacturing facilities.  It would help contribute to the economic growth of the 
BMIP and South Boston, as well as metropolitan Boston and the surrounding region.  

Based on an evaluation of the freight market needs and economic development 
opportunities of the site, it was determined that the proposed enhancements at Track 
61 and connections to the Port of Boston in the BMIP would be an appropriate 
expenditure of funding by the Massachusetts Executive Office of Transportation 
(EOT).  This is best demonstrated through economic growth potential, job creation, 
and sustainability.   

The Track 61 improvements would provide the BMIP with a unique advantage in the 
marketplace as a result of the intermodal (air, ship/barge, rail, and highway) 
connections that would be available to businesses.  It is the only remaining port to 
rail connection in Boston.  There is also a benefit with the proximity of the Port of 
Boston to the Conley Terminal, especially in terms of overweight containers.  Track 
61 also presents a unique opportunity for cross-dock applications between ship, rail, 
and truck for the Port of Boston and the entire BMIP.   

The Track 61 improvements would also benefit the BMIP by inducing development, 
particularly via private investments, as well as stimulating job growth and fostering 
a more sustainable method of cargo transport.  While there are a number of existing 
businesses that would likely benefit from the improvements to Track 61, perhaps the 
most notable effect of the reintroduction of rail would be in the decision-making 
process for businesses currently considering a relocation to the area or a 
consolidation of their current facilities into one facility in the BMIP.  Incorporating 
rail onto the site would greatly increase the attractiveness of the BMIP for these 
businesses.  Fully connected freight service is critical to the future growth and 
success of the BMIP.  The market potential that it is expected to generate warrants the 
investment needed for the rail improvements.   



 

1 
 

Introduction 

The goal of the Marketing and Economic Study for Track 61 is to determine whether 
the existing market demand warrants the investment necessary for the Track 61 
project.  This Study will examine the existing tenants and potential future users of 
freight rail on Track 61 within the Boston Marine Industrial Park (BMIP).  It will also 
determine any constraints on the Track 61 freight service, as well as the economic 
opportunities and community benefits associated with the project.   

Background 
Track 61 includes the rehabilitation of 2,860 linear feet of railroad track, the 
construction of 5,910 linear feet of new track, and associated roadway improvements 
and drainage modifications.  These improvements are estimated to cost $8 million. 

Track 61 was initiated by the Economic Development Industrial Corporation 
(EDIC)/Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA) to restore existing freight rail lines 
at the BMIP and to extend the freight track to service additional areas of the BMIP.  
The BMIP, owned by the EDIC/BRA, is part of the infrastructure supporting the Port 
of Boston, and is located in close proximity to Boston Logan International Airport 
and several major highways. The reintroduction of freight rail in the BMIP would 
complete an intermodal connection in South Boston, including ship/barge, truck, 
and freight rail systems for moving cargo, as well as the nearby international airport.  
This would result in the improved efficiency of moving commercial goods and a 
reduction in carbon emissions associated with the transport of cargo via freight trains 
instead of trucks.  A unique feature of this intermodal connection would be that it is 
located within minutes of downtown Boston and at a port that is the first stop for 
United States-bound cargo from Europe and East Asia.  There would likely be a cost 
savings to move cargo via rail once it first reaches the Port of Boston versus taking 
the ship/barge to another port after it leaves the Port of Boston.   
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Track 61 has the potential to help the BMIP meet two growing trends:  the shift from 
truck to rail transport and the shift from mega-distribution centers to regional 
centers.  It would be the only port to rail connection in the Boston metropolitan area.   

Location map showing Track 61 and BMIP 

The Track 61 improvements 
would help induce new 
development and redevelopment 
of existing parcels in the BMIP.    
According to Cargo Ventures, 
Inc., the proponent for a new 
development at the BMIP that 
will rely on resumption of rail 
services to strengthen their draw 
for new tenants, the BMIP could 
support up to 900,000 SF of new 
warehouse, cross dock, and 
distribution facilities.  The Cargo 
Ventures development, known as 
the Boston Cargo Terminal, 
comprises approximately 500,000 
SF of this 900,000 SF of facilities.  
The Track 61 improvements and 
extension would complete an 
important multimodal 
connection, thus creating a 

highly sought after location for investment in private development and continued 
industrial growth in the BMIP.  

History of Freight Movement in Massachusetts 
The freight rail system of Massachusetts has evolved over the past 50 years.  In the 
past, there were many routes into the region, with a dense network of freight lines 
and yards in the Boston area, as shown in Figure 1.  As the economy of New England 
changed, freight rail lines were consolidated.  Today, the primary freight route 
from/to Boston goes through western Massachusetts and upstate New York.  CSX is 
the primary freight operator, moving traffic between the southern half of 
Massachusetts and two facilities in New York.  Intermodal traffic (containers and 
trailers) is handled at the DeWitt Yard in East Syracuse, New York.  General 
merchandise and bulk goods move through a yard in Selkirk, New York.  Freight 
service is also provided by Norfolk Southern (NS) and Pan Am Railways (PAR) 
between the northern half of Massachusetts and a yard in Albany, New York.  These 
facilities handle all freight rail traffic between New England and points south and 
west.  
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CSX handles all traffic south of Boston.  The CSX Boston Line is the primary freight 
route in New England.  Intermodal traffic currently moves to and from yards in West 
Springfield, Worcester, and Beacon Park (Allston).  General merchandise traffic is 
moved to these facilities and smaller yards in Framingham, Walpole, Readville 
(Boston), and Middleborough.  The purpose of these yards is to serve switching and 
transloading operations.  Boston is served by the Beacon Park and Readville facilities, 
as shown in Figure 2. 

Track 61  
Track 61, also referred to as the Boston Terminal Running Track, is a freight railroad 
track connecting South Boston’s waterfront at the BMIP to major rail corridors 
leading south (Dorchester Branch) and west (Worcester Line/CSX Main Line).   It is 
the last vestige of a once vast network of freight rail tracks, yards, and warehouses 
that serviced South Boston’s industrial and maritime economy.  As opposed to the 
switching and transloading facilities described in the previous section, Track 61 is a 
terminal yard, for loading and unloading operation.  As such, Track 61 fulfills a 
different need than those other facilities.  Figure 2 shows the location of Track 61 in 
relation to the Massachusetts freight rail network. 

 

Picture 2:  View of Cargo Ventures development site. 

Track 61 begins at milepost 1.5 on the Old Colony Mainline and runs northeast.  Near 
the Boston Convention and Exhibition Center (BCEC), it turns southeast, paralleling 
the Massport Haul Road and Summer Street.  It then turns east, parallel to Drydock 
Avenue and out onto the 88 Black Falcon Avenue Pier. It is partially grade-separated 
from the city street network between the Old Colony Main Line and the BCEC.  
Track 61 crosses onto Massachusetts Port Authority (Massport) property and is 
under Massport ownership from the north or east end of the First Street Yard to the 
point immediately west of Drydock Avenue, where the track enters BRA owned 
property within the BMIP.  Figure 3 shows the location of Track 61 in relation to rail 
lines, downtown Boston, the airport, and the seaport. 
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The track was temporarily severed during construction of Interstate 90 (I-90) between 
the South Bay interchange and the Ted Williams Tunnel as part of the Central Artery 
project (CA/T), along with extensive reconfiguration of the street network and 
redevelopment of nearby properties, such as the BCEC.  After the completion of 
those projects, the connection was restored, providing the opportunity for improving 
and reintroducing freight service to the South Boston waterfront.  In particular, this 
track could serve the BMIP, an industrial area managed by the BRA/EDIC and 
located on a former military installation on the waterfront. 

BMIP 

 

Picture 4:  View of BMIP. 

The majority of Track 61 is located in the BMIP and owned by BRA/EDIC.  The 
BMIP, which is 191 acres in size, is the site of the former South Boston Naval Annex, 

which was critical in ship construction 
and maintenance during World War II.  
The facility closed in 1974 after 54 years 
of operation, and the BMIP was 
established as part of an early base re-
use program to encourage 
redevelopment of the area as an 
industrial park serving the Boston area.   
The BMIP is a multi-phased, Master 
Plan guided rehabilitation and reuse 
project that is marked by its ongoing 
and successful public/private 
redevelopment and investment strategy.  

Currently, the BMIP has 3,500,000 SF of space.  Of this, 450,000 SF is office space, 
560,000 SF is research and development (R&D), and 2,490,000 SF is industrial space.    

The EDIC has invested over $55 million to implement building improvements, as 
well as significant infrastructure enhancements, which have leveraged more than 

Picture 3:  View onto Cargo Ventures development site. 
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$209 million in private investment.  The BMIP has reemerged as an active and 
dynamic part of the local, state, and regional economy.  Potential future growth and 
development would protect and enhance the economic future of the Port of Boston, 
which is an essential part of the Boston metropolitan area economy.   

The BMIP is also an integral component of the Mayor’s Back Streets initiative, which 
provides commercial and industrial companies with the financial help, technical 
assistance, and general support to retain businesses, grow them, and cultivate their 
diverse job base.   

Existing Developments 

Existing development includes the Boston Design Center, Coastal Cement, the 
International Cargo Port (88 Black Falcon Avenue), the Black Falcon Cruise Terminal, 
Boston Ship Repair, several seafood processing industries, Harpoon Brewery, the 
International Cargo Center of New England, Au Bon Pain, and several smaller 
enterprises.  A complete listing of all BMIP parcels is included in Table C-3 in 
Appendix C.   

Potential Development Opportunities 

There are a number of redevelopment or rehabilitation opportunities in the BMIP.  
These exist in several vacant buildings or parcels in the BMIP.  Figure 4 shows where 
these parcels are located.   

 

Picture 5:  Parcel M in the BMIP. 

Specific redevelopment opportunities identified that would be served by Track 61 
include: 

 Parcel M:  3 Dolphin Way (150,000 SF) 
 Parcel M-1:  Massport Marine Terminal, Cargo Ventures development site, which 

includes the North Jetty site (470,000 SF) 
 Parcel N:  25 Fid Kennedy Avenue (160,000 SF) 
 Parcel R:  6 Tide Street Site, JJ Daly Building (125,000 SF)  
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Other redevelopment opportunities exist, although they would not be directly served 
by Track 61.  Total potential new development or redevelopment potential could be 
up to 900,000 SF.  In addition to the parcels listed here, there is approximately 260,000 
SF of vacant space within the existing developments for business opportunities.  
Specific information regarding parcels in the BMIP is located in Appendix C. 

Port of Boston 

The Port of Boston handles more than 1.3 million tons of general cargo, 1.5 million 
tons of non-fuels bulk-cargo and 12.8 million tons of bulk fuel cargo yearly.  
Containerized cargo shipments go through Conley Terminal in South Boston.  
Cruiseport Boston is now considered one of the fastest growing high-end cruise 
markets in the country.  The Black Falcon Cruise Terminal, located in the BMIP, will 
serve over 233,000 cruise passengers this year.  

In 1999, the Boston Harbor Navigation Improvement Project deepened key portions 
of Boston’s Inner Harbor, its tributary channels, and berth areas to 40 feet, while the 
berths at Conley Terminal were deepened to 45 feet.  As Boston has a 9 feet tidal 
range, post-Panamax vessels may enter the harbor and berth safely.  This project 
significantly enhanced the Port of Boston’s competitive position and would provide 
added value to businesses considering new development or redevelopment in the 
BMIP as a result of the Track 61 improvements and connection.  The berths closes to 
Track 61 include: 

 Berth 1 and Berth 2:  These berths are at the 88 Black Falcon Avenue Pier and 
could be directly serviced by rail.  These berths have a 38-40 foot draft and could 
accommodate break-bulk or bulk ships.  However, these berths have limited 
storage space on the pier, and rail operations could interfere with trucking 
operations at the 88 Black Falcon Avenue building. 
 

 North Jetty:  The North Jetty area could be serviced by rail from the proposed Fid 
Kennedy Yard.  The North Jetty has a 40 foot draft, and the proposed Cargo 
Ventures development reserves several acres for bulk operations.  This site is the 
best remaining location within the port for a direct ship-to-rail connection. 

 
Conley Terminal specifications and additional detailed information for Massport is 
located in Appendix D. 

Connections to Markets 

The BMIP connects to markets via ship/barge, rail, and highway.  The Port of 
Boston’s trading areas include Europe, the Mediterranean, North and South Asia, the 
Middle East, and South America.  The Mediterranean Shipping Company (MSC) has 
two services per week in the Port of Boston.  One weekly service is from northern 
Europe (Bremerhaven, Felixstowe, Antwerp, and LeHavre) with Boston as the first 
port in the United States inbound.  The second weekly service is from the 
Mediterranean [Naples, La Spezia, Valencia, and Sines (Portugal)] with Boston as the 
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first port in the United States inbound.  China Ocean Shipping Company (COSCO) 
and its partners, “K” Line, Yang Ming Line, and Hanjin call Boston weekly, 
providing direct service between Boston and ports in China (Qingdao, Shanghai, 
Yantian, and Hong Kong).  The Port of Boston is the last port in the United States 
outbound.  Columbia Coastal Transport provides a weekly barge service between 
Boston and New York carrying containers from many other shipping carriers moving 
cargo to/from New England. 

Boston is New England’s gateway to the Midwest via truck or rail, providing lower 
outbound truck rates and fast intermodal transit times.  Cargo off-loaded in Boston 
reaches Chicago in 24 hours via truck, or 32 hours by rail. 
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2 
 

Track 61 Operations 

Chapter 2 describes the proposed improvements and operations of Track 61 in the 
BMIP, including size and movement constraints. 

Infrastructure 
As a result of the suspension of rail service for the CA/T project, there has been no 
rail activity on Track 61 since 1997.  This proposed project includes rehabilitation of 
the existing track along Drydock Avenue, including improving the ballast and 
subballast; replacing ties; cleaning rails and flangeways; improving grade crossings; 
and repairing rails as necessary.  This would allow restoration of freight service to 
the Boston Design Center and Bronstein Center.  Improvements to the existing tracks 
on the 88 Black Falcon Avenue Pier, which would require a structural evaluation of 
the pier itself, are not part of this project. 

The proposed project further includes installation and extension of the freight track 
along Tide Street and a new rail yard along Fid Kennedy Avenue, which includes 
new railroad track, roadway improvements, and drainage modifications.  The new 
track would diverge from Track 61 near the Boston Design Center and run northeast, 
along Tide Street, connecting to the rail yard at Fid Kennedy Avenue.  West of Tide 
Street, the yard would consist of three tracks; east of Tide Street, it would consist of 
two tracks.  The proposed improvements, including both track rehabilitation and 
new track, are shown in Figure 5. 
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Proposed Operations 
This section describes how freight service to Track 61 and the BMIP would operate, 
including connection to the national rail network, infrastructure constraints, and 
other constraints. 

Freight would move to the BMIP from either Beacon Park Yard or Readville Yard.  
Movements would take place at night to avoid impacts to commuter rail services, 
with small trains (maximum of about ten cars) providing service.  Freight cars would 
be switched from a mainline operator to an industrial switcher at the New Yard, 
which is located between the Old Colony Main Line and Dorchester Avenue.  Trains 
would be moved between the New Yard and the BMIP between 6 PM and 6 AM, due 
to current operational restrictions in the BMIP. 

The two routes that could connect Track 61 with the national rail network are shown 
in Figure 2. 

Movements in the BMIP 

All movements within the BMIP would be by an industrial switcher, which is an 
operation paid for by the industries rather than the mainline railroad. It is yet 
undetermined whether the BRA/EDIC or its subsidiary would operate the industrial 
switching operation itself or contract these services separately.   

Within the BMIP, the proposed tracks run in-street and cross several streets without 
grade crossing warning systems.  Therefore, all movements within the industrial 
park would be flagged and protected.  Movements within the BMIP would be low-
speed switching moves, such as rearranging cars to be worked and swapping empty 
cars for full cars. 

Movements on Track 61 

CSX Transportation, the freight railroad with operating rights in this area, has 
indicated that it would prefer to drop freight at the New Yard rather than move it all 
the way to the BMIP.  Movement of freight between the New Yard and the BMIP 
would be handled by an industrial switcher. The movement of freight between the 
New Yard and the BMIP faces some restrictions: 

 At the Boston Design Center, from 6 AM to 6 PM, vehicles are allowed to park 
such that they block the tracks.  Freight would not be able to move during that 
time period. 
 

 There are several grade crossings between the New Yard and the BMIP, 
including Cypher Street, service ramps for the BCEC, and E Street.  Movement of 
freight near the beginning and end of operating hours (6 PM to 6 AM) could 
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cause delays at these crossings, but freight volumes are not expected to be large 
enough to cause serious problems. 

Movements from Readville Yard 

Readville Yard, owned by CSX, is located in the Readville section of Boston, near the 
junction of the Northeast Corridor, Dorchester Branch, and Franklin Line.  Freight is 
moved between Readville and the CSX Mainline by way of a route through 
Framingham, Medfield, Walpole, and Norwood. 

From the Readville Yard, freight would be moved north on the Dorchester Branch 
(also known as the Fairmount Line) to the South Bay Junction in Boston near 
Southampton Street.  At that location, the train would switch onto the Old Colony 
Mainline and pull north towards Broadway Interlocking.  The train would then 
reverse direction, traveling south through Fly Interlocking.  Reversing direction 
again, the train would go north and take the turnout for the New Yard located at the 
south end of Fly Interlocking.  The rail system in this area is shown in Figure 6. 

Movement of freight from the Readville Yard requires reverse moves and uses 
capacity on the Fairmount Line and Old Colony Line commuter rail lines.  The 
reverse moves in the South Bay area, in particular, would consume a significant 
amount of time on the Old Colony Main Line.  Therefore, movements between the 
Readville Yard and the New Yard would take place at night.  This is not an issue for 
the expected volume of freight. 

Movements from Beacon Park Yard 

Beacon Park Yard, owned by CSX, is located near the Allston/Brighton Toll Plaza on 
the Massachusetts Turnpike (I-90) in the Allston section of Boston.  Freight is moved 
to the yard via the CSX mainline from points west. 

From Beacon Park Yard, freight would be moved east on the Worcester Line to Cove 
Interlocking, immediately east of Back Bay Station, where the train would crossover 
to the southernmost track of the Northeast Corridor (Track 2).  From there, the train 
could proceed directly onto the Old Colony Main Line via the Wye Connector and 
associated crossovers.  Once on the Old Colony Main Line, the train would proceed 
south through Fly Interlocking, and then reverse direction and go north, taking the 
turnout for the New Yard located at the south end of Fly Interlocking.  The rail 
system in this area is shown in Figure 6. 
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Movement of freight from Beacon Park Yard requires a reverse move and uses 
capacity on the Worcester Line, Fairmount Line, and Old Colony Line commuter rail 
lines, as well as all rail services that use the Northeast Corridor, including Amtrak 
intercity service and the Needham, Franklin, Providence, and Stoughton Lines. The 
reverse move in the South Bay area, in particular, would consume a significant 
amount of time on the Old Colony Main Line.  Therefore, movements between the 
Beacon Park Yard and the New Yard would take place at night.  This is not an issue 
for the expected volume of freight. 

Operating Hours 

As previously described, the movement of freight between Readville Yard and/or 
Beacon Park Yard and the New Yard would need to be at night.  Movement of freight 
between the New Yard and the new tracks within the BMIP is restricted by parking 
at the Boston Design Center.  Therefore, the best times to serve this market would be 
between early evening and early morning, when passenger movements are lightest 
and vehicles are not parked on the tracks.  If coordinated properly, the cars could be 
picked up by the industrial switcher from the New Yard and placed for customer 
loading and unloading the same night. 

Operations during the day would be restricted to working the cars dropped at the 
yard tracks on Fid Kennedy Avenue.  Cars left in this yard would not obstruct traffic, 
and although switching operations could cause minor conflicts with vehicular traffic 
in the area; this is not a serious issue, as the entire yard is well within the BMIP.  Rail 
cars would be moved to/from the BMIP during the hours of 6 PM to 6 AM, due to 
the track being blocked by parked vehicles at the Boston Design Center.   

Train Length  

The length of train and size of cargo that can be efficiently moved to Track 61 is an 
important consideration.  The types of businesses that could be served, including 
future ship-to-rail connections, would depend on these infrastructure constraints.  
The length of train that could be moved to/from Track 61 is limited by several 
factors, including: 

 New Yard:  The yard has three tracks, of which two are 1600 feet long and the 
other is 800 feet long.  Assuming one track would need to be kept clear for 
switching operations, there is approximately 2400 feet of storage space in the 
yard. 
 

 First Street Yard:  Excluding the mainline, the yard has three 1200 feet tracks, for 
approximately 3600 feet of storage space. 

 
 Fid Kennedy Yard:  The proposed yard has three 550 feet tracks on the west and 

two 500 feet long tracks on the east.  Depending on the desired yard operations, 
two tracks (one towards the east and one towards the west) would need to be 
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clear for switching operations, leaving 1650 feet of storage space.  Using more 
space for storage would reduce operating flexibility and might make it more 
difficult to load or unload the cars. 
 

Given these constraints, it would not be practical to move large trains to or from 
Track 61.  Within the BMIP, trains would be ten cars or fewer.  If needed, several 
small trains could be assembled into a train of up to 1600 feet at the New Yard. 

Cargo Size and Type 

The size of loads that could be carried on Track 61 is limited by several factors: 

 Height:  All trains would have to pass underneath the Dorchester Avenue, which 
has a vertical clearance of 17 feet and 2 inches.  This precludes the movement of 
any railcars exceeding Plate F. 
 

 Width:  All trains would have to pass by the high platforms at Uphams Corner 
and Morton Street on the Dorchester Branch (Readville Yard route) or the 
proposed high platform at Yawkey Station on the Worcester Line (Beacon Park 
Yard route).  This precludes the movement of any items wider than Plate C. 

 
 Length:  The track geometry of the Wye Track and Track 61, and the proximity of 

bridge abutments and buildings in the area, would dictate the maximum length 
of lading that could traverse these tracks.  While it would be feasible to move 
larger loads than can be moved via the highway network, a detailed survey 
would be necessary to determine the maximum length allowable. 

 
 Weight: All bridges east of the Beacon Park Yard on the Worcester Line and all 

bridges on the Dorchester Branch are rated for a maximum load of 263,000 
pounds.  However, heavier loads could be moved by exception. 

 
 Type:  Hazardous materials could not be moved to or from the Beacon Park Yard 

because of the Prudential Center and Copley Place overbuilds.  If an overbuild is 
constructed at the Core Block (near the BCEC) or at the First Street Yard, 
hazardous cargo would be totally excluded. 

Summary 
Freight service to the BMIP would be provided by trains of approximately 10 cars.  
Trains would be moved between national rail routes and the New Yard by CSX, via 
their Beacon Park Yard and Readville Yard.  Movements between the New Yard and 
the BMIP, as well as switching within the BMIP, would be by an industrial switcher.  
Except for switching and working cars within the BMIP, operations would be 
between 6 PM and 6AM to avoid impacts to commuter rail services and because of 
vehicles that will be parked on the tracks in the BMIP.
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Interviews 

The Economic Development Industrial Corporation (EDIC) owns all of the land in 
the BMIP.  The main objective of the EDIC is to keep the BMIP economically viable 
and foster the continued growth of its industrial use.  The EDIC seeks t implement 
local economic development projects in accordance with the BMIP Master Plan.  The 
BMIP currently has a number of existing tenants.  Existing and future tenants in the 
BMIP would benefit from the restoration of freight rail service.  Some existing tenants 
have already indicated an interest in rail service, which they expect would make 
their enterprises more competitive.  The ability to move goods in and out by rail 
could reduce shipment costs, present new business opportunities, and provide 
community benefits through reduced carbon emissions.  Chapter 3 provides a 
description of the existing business facilities and operations, based on interviews 
conducted with the individual business owners and/or executives.  Detailed notes 
from the interviews are located in Appendix A.  

Boston Freight Terminals 
Boston Freight Terminals is located at the International Cargo Center of New 
England, at 1 Harbor Street.  The company provides intermodal transportation 
services to the international shipping industry.  Services include United States 
Customs services, ocean and air cargo handling for import and export, warehousing, 
truck load and less than truck load shipping, transloading, and stripping/stuffing of 
containers in maritime service, as well as consolidation and distribution of cargo. 

The company is well connected to the existing transportation infrastructure in the 
BMIP.  The facility is minutes from the interstate highway system, Logan Air Cargo 
Terminal, and Conley Container Terminal.  The company is located on the port 
related heavy Haul Route from the container port, allowing heavy and large items to 
be moved from Conley Terminal to the facility. 
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Neil Fitzpatrick, President of Boston Freight Terminals, has indicated that rail service 
to the BMIP would be beneficial to their operations.  The ability to transfer cargo 
directly between ship, rail, and truck allows this type of business to operate more 
efficiently.  It would also allow the company to pursue new business opportunities.  
The existing facility at 1 Harbor Street would not be directly served by the rail 
improvements; however Boston Freight Terminals has indicated their intention to 
expand onto the Cargo Ventures site if that site were to be served by rail.   

Harpoon Brewery 
Harpoon Brewery operates a beer brewing facility at 306 Northern Avenue.  
Ingredients and products are currently moved by truck only.  Commodities that 
could be moved by rail include malted barley, packaging materials, and finished 
beer.  Rail access would be at the rear of the building from the Fid Kennedy Yard. 

This year, Harpoon expects to use about 3.5 million pounds of bulk pale malted 
barley, which equates to about 20 rail cars.  This product is currently shipped from 
Montreal, Canada to Harpoon’s facility in the BMIP by truck.  Specialty malts are 
currently shipped from Wisconsin.  This ingredient totals approximately 500,000 
pounds per year, or one full 42,000 pound truck load per month.  Packaging boxes 
and glass are delivered from Auburn, New York.  These are delivered at the rate of 
two to four truckloads per week.  A number of these supplies could be brought in by 
rail instead of truck with the Track 61 improvements.   

Harpoon distributes beer throughout the eastern United States, shipping to all states 
east of the Mississippi River, except Mississippi, as well as Louisiana, and Texas.  The 
Boston facility ships approximately 150,000 cases and 15,000 kegs of beer annually to 
the market beyond New England.  Though shipments within New England would 
not be practical by rail, shipments outside of New England could equate to about 45 
rail cars annually. 

Coastal Cement 
Coastal Cement Corporation (Coastal) operates a deepwater cement terminal at 36 
Drydock Avenue.  Coastal is affiliated with Dragon Products Company of 
Thomaston Maine, which is New England’s only cement manufacturer.  Cement is 
manufactured at Dragon’s facility in Thomaston and moved by rail about four miles 
to barge loading facilities in Rockland, Maine.  From there, it is moved by barge to 
Coastal’s terminal in the BMIP at Berths 1 and 2, and pumped into four storage silos, 
with a capacity of 38,000 tons.  The barge is owned by Coastal and continually 
shuttles between Rockland and Boston.  It has a capacity of 4,000 tons and currently 
makes one trip per week.  At maximum demand, the barge can make about six trips 
per month. 
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Cement could be moved between the Thomaston manufacturing plant and the BMIP 
terminal by rail via Track 61.  The current demand of 4,000 tons per week would 
represent traffic of about 40 rail cars per week.  Because it is not feasible to move that 
many cars to Track 61 at once, delivery would be spread out over the week.  In 
addition, the configuration of the tracks and silos would prevent loading trucks 
while rail cars were on the tracks, and might impact truck operations at 88 Black 
Falcon Avenue.  Given the ease of barge transport compared to the multiple 
interchanges required to move rail cars to the BMIP (Maine Eastern to Pan Am 
Railways to CSX to an industrial switcher) and the difficulty of operations at the 
cement terminal, it is unlikely that rail would be cost-competitive for Coastal.  
However, they have indicated that they would like to have the ability to unload by 
rail, in case of an incident that renders the barge unavailable. 

Cement is currently loaded from the silos into trucks to serve the customer base, 
which is primarily in eastern Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island.  
The silos are not designed to allow loading into a rail car and improvements to allow 
gravity loading from the silos are not feasible.  Because of the high cost of 
improvements, and the relatively local nature of the customer base, shipping cement 
out by rail does not appear to be feasible. 

Cargo Ventures 
Cargo Ventures is a real estate development firm specializing in the development 
and management of airport- and seaport-centered properties in major urban 
transportation markets for the logistics industry.  Cargo Ventures is the manager for 
the International Cargo Center of New England, where Boston Freight Terminals is 
located.  Cargo Ventures is also Massport’s developer for the vacant site along the 
north side of Fid Kennedy Avenue, including the North Jett (also known as the 
Boston Cargo Terminal site). 

Cargo Venture’s Master Plan for the Fid Kennedy Avenue site includes three 
buildings: A, B, and C.  According to Cargo Ventures, all three of these buildings will 
be Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Certified by the United 
States Green Building Council (USGBC).  As of July 28th, 2009, Building A has been 
designed and approved and is waiting to receive its building permit.  This building 
will be a cold/multi-temperature storage facility and is approximately 260,000 SF in 
size.  Building B will be a dry facility, which could be used for distribution or fish 
processing.  Building C will also be a dry facility, but will be used for 
transloading/cross dock purposes.  Building C is approximately 60,000-80,000 SF.  In 
addition to these three building, Cargo Ventures has an area on their site called 
Parcel D.  Parcel D is approximately 4-10 acres of the site that is ideal for bulk 
commodities storage and/or transloading of bulk materials.   
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Ralph Cox, Chief Development Officer at Cargo Ventures, has indicated that rail 
service to the BMIP is of strong interest to potential tenants for the development 
along Fid Kennedy Avenue.  These potential tenants for the site include: 

 Boston Freight Terminals:  This company has an interest in up to 80,000 SF at the 
site, but only if that site were to be served by rail. 

 
 Cold/Multi-temperature Storage Facilities:  Cold storage operators have an 

interest in the site.  Cargo Ventures has stated that it would be easier to attract 
these facilities if the site was served by rail.  Rail service would help induce 
larger developments of this nature.  The potential for this type of facility is 
estimated at up to 260,000 SF.   
 

 Fish Processing Facilities:  A direct connection to rail would facilitate shipment of 
frozen seafood products to the Midwest. 

 
 Bulk Commodities:  The North Jetty could be used to directly transload bulk 

goods, such as cement, salt, and sand.  In addition to space on the North Jetty, 
there may be potential to expand bulk operations onto adjacent vacant 
properties. 
 

Collectively, Cargo Ventures estimates that Buildings A, B, and C total 
approximately 510,000 SF.  Cargo Ventures has indicated that these buildings, 
coupled with the currently EDIC-owned Parcels M, N, and R, could total up to 
900,000 SF of economic development potential for the BMIP.  Implementing the 
Track 61 rail improvements would greatly help induce development of these parcels, 
many of which are currently abandoned or in a derelict state.  This level of economic 
development represents tens of millions of dollars in private investment into the 
South Boston region, as the rail improvements would create a unique competitive 
advantage for companies in this area.    
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Potential Uses 

To evaluate the future of freight traffic movements to/from South Boston, the 
characteristics of the freight demand and the ability of rail service to meet that 
demand must be considered.  Freight rail is best suited to transporting goods over 
long distances, moving bulk commodities or goods, and transporting shipments that 
are not extremely time-sensitive.  Some of the commodities that are best suited for 
shipment by rail include cement, road salt, gypsum, pumice, coal, aggregate, lumber, 
wood chips, fuel, crude oil, paper products, waste paper, refuge, scrap metal, steel 
and precast concrete products, frozen foods (seafood), large manufactured goods, 
and automobiles.   

The market demand for Track 61 depends on which of these commodities that are 
best suited for rail transport are well suited for transport specifically to/from the 
BMIP.  This list of potential uses includes products that could move in or out of the 
BMIP by freight rail and would supply existing or future facilities in the BMIP, as 
well as other companies that could be reached by rail.  There needs to be enough 
volume of product in order to justify movement of the product by rail versus truck. 
Truck is best suited for time-sensitive materials, but freight is best suited for large 
volumes of product.  The screening process to determine the potential uses for rail 
transport within the BMIP included considering which commodities would not be 
time-sensitive and which ones would have a large volume, as well as the origin and 
destination points.  This list was generated based on professional knowledge of the 
freight industry, interviews with developers and existing companies in the BMIP, 
and meetings with Massport and the BRA/EDIC.  The uses identified for rail 
transport specifically within the BMIP include:   

 Cold/Multi-temperature Storage Facility:  A cold/multi-temperature storage 
facility in the BMIP would include the ability to handle items such as fish and 
produce.  This type of facility would primarily handle inbound cargo shipped via 
rail from other parts of the United States for local delivery throughout the region.   
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 Road Salt:  This type of facility in the BMIP would include salt in bulk that is 
used for snow and ice removal on roadways.  This facility would primarily 
handle cargo shipped inbound by rail for local delivery throughout the region. 
 

 Cross Dock Facility/Overweight Containers:  A cross dock facility is basically a 
setting where rail cars are placed on one side of a building and trucks are placed 
on the other side for the switching of various commodities between modes.  A 
cross dock facility is not a warehouse because products are not stored there.  The 
value of a cross dock facility is the ability to quickly transfer products between 
trucks and rail cars.   
 
A cross dock facility within the BMIP has the ability to handle overweight 
containers.  Overweight containers are containers that are moved in via ship, but 
exceed the allowable load of 44,000 pounds for the highway system.  The legal 
marine container load is 56,000 pounds.  Ships coming in with containers at the 
maximum allowable marine weight must either partially empty all containers to 
meet the 44,000 pound limit (if products are being transported via truck) or the 
containers must be transloaded onto rail cars for shipment.  A cross dock facility 
within the BMIP could serve as a point to either transload containers from ship to 
rail or as a “stripping” location to empty containers prior to shipment via truck. 

 
 Primary Products:  A primary product facility in the BMIP would handle raw 

materials, such as cement, sand, and plastics in bulk, as well as distillers grains.  
Products would primarily be shipped inbound via rail for local delivery and use. 
 

 Forest Products:  A forest product handling facility in the BMIP would include 
lumber and paper products, such as bulk and cut paper.  This type of facility 
would receive inbound cargo shipments via rail or ship for local delivery.  Paper 
products would primarily be shipped inbound via rail.   

 
 Building Products:  A building product facility in the BMIP would include tiles, 

wiring, sheetrock, and other building materials.  Products would be shipped 
inbound by rail for local delivery. 

 
 Structural Steel:  A structural steel handling facility in the BMIP would include 

micro processing of steel products, such as girders and rebar.  Products would 
primarily be transported inbound by rail or ship for local delivery. 
 

 Beverage:  A beverage facility in the BMIP would handle product transported 
inbound via ship or rail for local delivery.  Harpoons Brewery, an existing tenant 
in the BMIP, would be able to ship their product to destinations west of Boston 
via rail. 

 
 Department of Defense/Military:  Use of Track 61 in the BMIP by the 

Department of Defense provides an opportunity for the 10th Mountain Division 
of the United States Army to have a facility for the trans-shipment movement of 
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equipment.  This Division is headquartered in Watertown, New York and 
currently has no convenient Port of Embarkation for their use.  Previously, they 
used the Military Ocean Terminal (MOT) in Bayonne, New Jersey, but this 
facility has closed.      

 
 Green/Wind Industry:  Use of Track 61 in the BMIP for the green/wind industry 

includes the potential to supply materials to the planned wind turbine blade-
testing facility in Charlestown, Massachusetts, as well as other opportunities for 
the transport of wind turbine technology equipment.   

 
Based on the primary characteristics of commodities shipped via freight rail, 
including high volume and non time-sensitive needs, as well as an appropriate origin 
and destination, each of the uses outlined this chapter have been identified as being a 
potential candidate for rail transport in the BMIP.  The transport needs of these 
commodities, including working within the proposed port infrastructure, make 
shipment by freight rail competitive with shipment by truck.  The next step is to 
determine whether there is a market need for each of these uses.  This will be 
accomplished in the Market Gap Analysis in Chapter 5.   
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Market Gap Analysis 

A Market Gap Analysis is an economic tool that attempts to identify “gaps” in the 
marketplace.  These are market demands that are not currently being met, or are not 
being met in the most efficient fashion.  In the case of freight movement, this 
generally includes demands for movement of freight locally, regionally, nationally, 
and internationally that could be performed in more efficient and cost-effective 
manner.  For this analysis, the goal is to identify freight movements that could be 
done more efficiently and cost-effectively by utilizing a freight rail component in the 
logistics chain.  

Market Need 
The Market Gap Analysis will evaluate the uses identified in Chapter 4 as having the 
potential to be handled efficiently via freight rail to/from the BMIP.  These uses will 
be evaluated in terms of whether: 

 There is a market need for the use or product in the region. 
 There is a market need for rail transport of the use or product. 
 It is logistically feasible to transport the use or product from an existing or a 

future facility in the BMIP.  

Cold/Multi-temperature Storage Facilities 

The Market Gap Analysis identified a need for cold/multi-temperature storage 
facilities in the region.  There is currently a need for better, more efficient cold/multi-
temperature storage facilities in the region.  The existing freezers and cold storage 
warehouses in the area are primarily older, less efficient, and less environmentally 
friendly.  The Cargo Ventures Master Plan contains a proposed building for this type 
of facility, but they need a tenant prior to its construction.  This is called Building A, 
and it is designed as a LEED Certified building, complete with modern and energy 
efficient equipment.  This new facility could support the general food and beverage 
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supply business, as well as augment the fish industry in the immediate area.  
According to Cargo Ventures, they have a potential tenant interested in this type of 
facility, and this tenant would lease Building A for this purpose if rail was 
incorporated in the BMIP.  The Track 61 improvements and other infrastructure 
components in the BMIP are already designed to easily accommodate this type of 
facility.  

With this type of facility in the BMIP, there would be a demand for freight rail 
transport to service this facility.  These products could be shipped via rail to retail 
and distribution facilities west of the Port of Boston.   

Road Salt 

There does not appear to be a strong market demand for road salt in the BMIP.  The 
current demand for road salt in Massachusetts and the surrounding region is met 
with the existing resources.  Road salt for inland locations is typically from salt 
domes throughout the United States, such as the salt that is delivered to Taunton, 
Massachusetts from Retsof, New York.  Road salt for coastal locations is generally 
imported from international locations, such as the road salt that is imported to 
Chelsea, Massachusetts from Brazil.  It is not practical to import road salt into the 
BMIP due to transportation inefficiencies for a cargo shipment of this size.  With the 
existing market and demand for road salt, there does not appear to be a need for a 
rail served facility to handle road salt at the BMIP.   

Cross Dock Facility/ Overweight Containers   

There is a need for a cross dock facility in the BMIP to handle the transloading of 
commodities between ship, rail, and truck.  This cross dock facility would handle 
Freight All Kinds (FAK), a general transportation designation that generally refers to 
consumer products and non-hazardous packaged materials. The cross dock facility 
would also handle overweight containers.  The handling of overweight containers is 
a special function conducted in segmented area of the cross dock facility.  To gain the 
full advantage of marine shipping, customers strive to load containers to the 
maximum allowed weight. In normal circumstances this desire is thwarted by 
maximum weight limits for over the road movement of goods.  This results in an 
opportunity to “stuff and strip” containers at a cross dock facility. Products inbound 
on ship can be transported via the designated heavy haul route to the cross dock 
facility in the BMIP.  Once there, the facility can either lighten the containers to 
44,000-pound “street legal” limit for truck delivery, or transfer the product to railcar 
for transport to a more distant location.  Outbound products can reach the BMIP by 
rail or “street legal” trailer/container and are then loaded in marine containers (up to 
56,000 pounds) for shipment overseas.  There is a market need for overweight 
container facilities in the BMIP.  Whether is goes by highway or rail is a function of 
the ultimate destination.   
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Primary Products 

Primary products include products to be used in manufacturing to achieve a finished 
product, such as distillers grains, plastics, and sand. 

Distillers Grains 

There is a significant opportunity for distillers grains, including hops, malted barley 
in BMIP.  Specifically, Harpoon Brewery, located within the BMIP, requires 20 car-
loads of malted barley per year.  Harpoon Brewery requires distillers grains in their 
production process, and this production is increasing every year.  Distiller grains for 
Harpoon Brewery are currently shipped via truck from Montreal, Canada.  This is a 
long truck route that could be replaced by freight rail transport with the Track 61 
improvements.  Harpoon Brewery would be able to access Track 61 with a 
conveyance system.  This is an existing business that would be able to use rail 
transport in the BMIP.   

Plastics 

There does not appear to be a market need for a plastics facility in the BMIP.  Plastics 
are currently manufactured or produced in the Gulf Coast as a byproduct of gas and 
petroleum production and shipped via rail to a freight facility, such as those in 
Worcester, Ayer, and Fitchburg, Massachusetts.  These cities are about 40 miles west 
and northwest of Boston.  The plastics are then shipped by truck to a variety of 
plastic extrusion facilities located around these cities.  The plastic extrusion facilities 
do not handle enough volume to import via ship. 

It is not practical to meet the plastics demand by shipping to/from South Boston. 

Sand 

There does not appear to be an additional market need for sand in the region.  Sand 
is currently brought in to the marketplace from several sources. Boston Sand & 
Gravel Company imports sand by rail from southern New Hampshire.  Additionally, 
there are other sand and gravel companies, such as P.A. Landers, Inc. of Hanover, 
Massachusetts and Bardon Trimount Corporation of Saugus, Massachusetts 
supplying the marketplace with natural deposits of sand and gravel in the region.  
There is no importing of sand internationally, and the regional needs are currently 
being met with the existing sand facilities.   

Cement 

There does not appear to be a need for a facility to handle cement in the BMIP.  There 
are currently two markets for cement accessible via the BMIP:   

 Local Market:  Cement is currently brought into the BMIP via barge from Dragon 
Products Company, who supplies Coastal Cement on Drydock Avenue.  Coastal 
Cement is currently distributing slightly more than half of the cement that they 
were moving a few years ago.  As such, they currently have significant capacity 
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at their existing facility.  The Boston Sand & Gravel Company in downtown 
Boston and Independent Cement in Chelsea, Massachusetts also have capacity at 
their facilities.  Collectively, it appears that these facilities are meeting the current 
local market needs. 
 

 Regional/National Market:  Shiploads of cement typically only make one port of 
call, where the entire shipment is unloaded.  This requires a ship large enough to 
accommodate this load, as well as a facility with several silos to receive and 
process this load.  The BMIP does not have the capacity for a ship of this size or 
the footprint to accommodate a facility of this size. 

 
The current local market needs for cement are being met with the existing resources.  
Ship size and footprint constraints in the BMIP make international shipments of 
cement impractical for the regional and national markets.   

Forest Products-Lumber 

There appears to be a reasonable opportunity for a lumber receiving or distribution 
facility in the BMIP.  The primary lumber product opportunities in South Boston are 
OSB (Oriented Strand Board) and plywood.  These products are imported from 
northern Europe and Russia.  They are primarily used in industrial and commercial 
industrial grade construction.  These products could be transported to commercial 
and industrial construction facilities west of the Boston area by rail.  The products 
currently come into other East Coast ports, such as Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and 
Wilmington, Delaware.  Boston is one day closer for ship transport than any other 
East Coast port for products originating in Europe.   

There appears to be a need for a lumber cross dock facility and subsequently rail 
transport to/from the BMIP, but there are some infrastructure issues that would 
need to be addressed in terms of inbound and outbound cargo. 

Forest Products-Paper 

There appears to be little or no market for a rail-served paper facility in the BMIP.  
There is an existing cross dock operation at Boston Freight Terminals to load baled 
waste paper into street legal trucks, where it is taken to the Conley Terminal.  There 
may be additional volume in need of a cross dock facility to transfer the baled waste 
paper from street legal trucks to containers.  These operations fit within the identified 
Cross Dock Facility/Overweight Containers use category.   

There are two types of paper facilities that need to be addressed: 

 Bulk Paper:  Bulk paper currently comes from Maine, Minnesota, and the 
southeast, predominantly via rail.  Shipments coming from Maine are 
transported by truck.  Since bulk paper is manufactured in the United States, 
there is no reason to bring it into South Boston.  Currently, all of the local 
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newspapers receive their paper direct via existing rail lines from the west.  There 
is likely no need for a facility that processes bulk paper.   
 

 Cut Paper:  Cut paper currently comes from Chicago, Illinois and Allentown, 
Pennsylvania, where it is manufactured out of rolls of paper.  All of the cut paper 
is produced within the United States, and there is no need to take it to/from the 
BMIP.  Additionally, a cut paper facility would need a warehouse, not a cross 
dock facility.  Potential buyers include chain retail stores, such as Staples, and 
they already have a distribution chain.   

 
There does not appear to be a need for a paper facility in the BMIP. 

Building Products 

There appears to be an opportunity for a building products facility and rail transport 
to/from the BMIP.  Building products includes tiles, sheetrock, wiring, and similar 
materials.  There is a mature network for bringing these supplies into the 
marketplace today, but it may not be the most efficient way to do so.  Building 
products primarily come from locations within the United States.  The existing 
freight facilities are not set up to store these materials.  A facility is needed for the 
storage and handling of these products.  This facility would receive the products 
from their point of origin via rail, conduct minor processing and handling, and then 
ship them to the local market.   

A facility for building products would have the opportunity to utilize the adjacent 
Boston Design Center/Bronstein Center.  The Boston Design Center has loading 
capabilities of 500 pounds per square foot (PSF) on the first floor and 300 PSF on 
floors two through eight.  There is sufficient clear span between the columns, which 
are 21 feet on center.  Each section of the building has one passenger elevator with 
capacity for 3,500 pounds and three freight elevators with capacity for 10,000 
pounds.  The first section is the Boston Design Center (1 Design Center Place); the 
three middle sections comprise the Bronstein Center (21, 23, and 25 Drydock 
Avenue); the last section is the Drydock Center (27 Drydock Avenue). 

Structural Steel 

There is an opportunity for the structural steel market in the BMIP.  Two primary 
areas of structural steel materials exist: 

 Structural (girders):  None of the existing rail yards in the Boston metropolitan 
area have the appropriate space for steel handling.  Thus, steel is currently 
shipped via rail from its point of origin to North Haven and Wallingford, 
Connecticut.  From there, it is delivered via truck to various locations in 
Massachusetts.  There is a need for  a structural steel facility at the BMIP.  The 
steel could be shipped from its point of origin directly into the BMIP and then 
delivered locally via truck, enabling a more efficient delivery system.  Existing 
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Parcel N was formerly a steel handling facility and has the structure and 
footprint to be readily used for this type of facility, including overhead gantry 
cranes.  This facility would receive girders from their point of origin, conduct 
minor fabrication, and then ship the products to the local market.   

 

 Rebar:  Rebar is primarily used in cement construction and could also be handled 
at Parcel N.  Rebar is currently delivered via truck from Albany or Syracuse, 
New York or transported via rail into Taunton, Massachusetts and then trucked 
to retailers.  With the Track 61 improvements, rebar could be shipped in from its 
point of origin to the handling facility in the BMIP and then be distributed for 
local use.  Additionally, there is a natural synergy to be explored in terms of 
metal workers currently supporting the adjacent ship repair facility.  A 
workforce trained in metalworking and associated trades allows this location to 
potentially offer value-added services to receivers in the region.   

Beverage 

There is a need for an insulated warehouse/beverage facility in the BMIP.  Several 
beverages are already imported internationally by ship and rail into other ports on 
the East Coast.  These products could be shipped to the BMIP if there was a facility to 
accommodate them.  This is one of the uses being considered in the Cargo Ventures 
Master Plan.  Beverage shipments could be brought into the BMIP via ship or rail and 
then delivered to the local market.   

There would be a need for rail transport to bring shipments into this facility.  Rail 
transport could also be used for outbound product originating in Europe and 
brought into the BMIP via ship. 

Department of Defense/Military 

There is an opportunity for the 10th Mountain Division of the United States Army/ 
Department of Defense in the BMIP.  This Division is headquartered in Watertown, 
New York and needs a Port of Embarkation.  Currently, this Division only has access 
to commercial ports or the Port of Baltimore.   

Green/Wind Industry 

There does not appear to be a market need in the BMIP for green/wind technology, 
but it should be further explored in the future.  Current wind technology plans in the 
region in include construction of a wind turbine testing facility in nearby 
Charlestown, Massachusetts, as well as plans for offshore wind farms.  The plans for 
the nearby wind turbine testing facility in Charlestown do not show a strong need 
for Track 61.  Options to reach Charlestown currently include using the abandoned 
Mystic Wharf Branch rail line, bringing turbine components in via ship/barge 
directly to Charlestown, or bringing turbine components in via rail to Track 61 and 
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taking them via barge to Charlestown.  There may be a need to utilize Track 61 for 
other wind farm projects, such as those in the Midwest where rail accessibility would 
be critical for the transport of turbine components, as well as locations off the coast of 
Massachusetts. 

As the popularity of wind as an alternative source of energy grows in the United 
States, the challenges of transporting turbine components are becoming more 
apparent.  Wind turbine blades can reach 250 feet in length, requiring a significant 
effort to transport the motors and blades necessary for the assembly of each turbine.  
According to an article in the New York Times dated July 23, 2009, “Slow, Costly and 
Often Dangerous Road to Wind Power,” transporting this equipment via highway 
(and often local roads to avoid overpass obstructions) damages curbs and causes 
cracking of roadways.  Wind companies are beginning to move more turbines parts 
by train.  This not only more cost effective in terms of fuel, but it is also more efficient 
because it is possible to move more equipment quicker by train than by truck.  There 
is an opportunity to help fill this gap in the marketplace by transporting turbine 
equipment via rail as it arrives in the Port of Boston from European equipment 
suppliers.  Currently, about half of all turbine plants are located in the United States, 
with the majority of the rest coming from Europe.   

Conclusion 
On the basis of the GAP Analysis, there appear to be eight potential uses for rail 
transport in this area that deserve further investigation.  These eight potential uses 
used as the basis for the SWOT Analysis in Chapter 6.  The eight uses to be studied 
are:   

 Cold/Multi-temperature Storage 
 

 Cross Dock Facility/Overweight Containers 
 

 Distiller grains 
 

 Lumber 
 

 Building Products 
 

 Beverage 
 

 Structural Steel 
 

 Department of Defense/Military 
 

These eight uses will move forward for the SWOT Analysis in Chapter 6. 
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6 
 

SWOT Analysis 

A strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) analysis is an analytical 
tool to assess how a proposed change will fit into the commercial fabric of an area. In 
this case the SWOT analysis will assess the viability of the potential uses identified in 
the GAP analysis above. 

A SWOT analysis is an economic tool that attempts to evaluate the impact of internal 
and external factors that are favorable or unfavorable to a project.  Strengths and 
weaknesses are internal attributes of a project that are favorable or unfavorable, 
respectively, to the project; opportunities and weaknesses are external conditions 
that are favorable or unfavorable, respectively.  Once these factors are identified, 
strategies are developed to capitalize on strengths and opportunities, and mitigate 
weaknesses and threats. 

Based on the Market GAP Analysis, there are nine uses for the project that have a 
potential role in the current marketplace and warrant a SWOT Analysis.   

 Cold/Multi-temperature Storage 
 

 Cross Dock Facility/Overweight Containers 
 

 Distillers Grains 
 

 Lumber 
 

 Building Products 
 

 Beverage 
 

 Structural Steel 
 

 Department of Defense/Military 
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In addition to these, a SWOT Analysis is also performed on the actual site itself.   

BMIP 
In addition to performing the SWOT analysis on the potential uses, the analyses are 
performed on the BMIP in general and capture overarching site issues within this 
segment of the SWOT analysis. 

Strengths 

There are several strengths that the site has in its ability to serve the facilities that are 
located there or have the potential to locate there in the future.  The strengths 
identified for the site include: 

 Location 
 Multimodal Connections 
 Existing Work Force 
 Environmental Design 
 Zoning  
 Global Port Location 

Location 

The site is in close proximity to Boston’s Logan International Airport, adjacent 
highways, within the designate port area of the Port of Boston.  Specifically, the site 
is four miles to Logan Airport, less than half of a mile to adjacent highways, and 
approximately one mile to Conley Terminal.  Bulk storage facilities and rail are or 
will be available on site.  The site’s close location to the Port of Boston and the Conley 
Terminal helps in terms of carrying overweight containers as well as other 
dimensional products (known as “high and wide” loads).  The site is also close to 
downtown Boston, which provides a natural market for structural steel and building 
products.  For products being distributed by truck, such as frozen seafood, the South 
Boston doesn’t provide as significant a difference as it does for immediate Boston 
service and for service to the mid-west.  Cities that could potentially be served by rail 
service going out of Boston include Buffalo, Syracuse, Cleveland, Detroit, 
Indianapolis, Columbus, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis. While some rail traffic 
moves in the north-south (I-95) corridor that traffic is either inbound to Boston for 
distribution of products such as paper moving out of northern New England. 
Facilities within the urban core would not well serve those markets.     

Multi-modal Connection(s) 

Enhancing points of modal connectivity is critical to the efficient movement of goods 
and commodities.  Having multiple modes that convene in one location offers 
flexibility in terms of establishing the most cost effective and sustainable method of 
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moving specific types of cargo to their ultimate destination.  Depending on the 
destination, the best route may vary from one type of product to another.   

This proposed project would help complete high quality multimodal transportation 
service to the South Boston waterfront.  With Track 61, the area would be well-served 
by highway, rail, and sea transportation, only a short distance from air 
transportation.  The BMIP is minutes from the interstate highway system via the 
South Boston Interchange (Exit 25) on I-90 and the Massport Haul Road.  The Park is 
located on the waterfront, providing immediate access for ocean freight.  Boston’s 
Logan Airport, serving air freight, is minutes away via the Ted Williams Tunnel.  
Improvements to Track 61 would complement these services with freight rail service, 
allowing direct transfer of goods between ship, rail, and truck. 

The proposed Track 61 improvements would make the BMIP more economically 
competitive, and restore the potential for ship-to-rail connections at the Port of 
Boston.  The improvements would support existing BMIP tenants, and will help 
attract new tenants, as well as redevelopment of existing vacant properties.   

Existing Work Force  

The region surrounding the site has a strong existing work force.  In particular, there 
is a strong blue collar work force available.  Boston has a strong historic base to 
support this type of employment.  Boston also hosts a number of high quality 
colleges and universities which generate a plethora of educated and motivated 
potential employees, well-suited for administrative and managerial positions.  
Combining skill and education levels helps alleviate social and economic disparity 
and provides a range of employment opportunities. 

Environmental Design 

The land surrounding the site is already in use or consists of previously developed 
plots ready for rehabilitation.  This is a more sustainable approach than encouraging 
development in undisturbed regions.  Current development plans on the Cargo 
Ventures site includes three LEED Certified buildings.  This is an advantage 
regionally because it is a more sustainable method of construction, but it is also an 
advantage in terms of inducing development because prospective tenants are looking 
for energy efficient and cost effective places to conduct their businesses. 

Zoning 

The site is already zoned industrial and would not need to apply for a change in 
zoning for either the rail construction or any of the developments.  According to 
Massport, nonindustrial uses in the vicinity, such as residential units, are required to 
sign a waiver upon moving in stating that they are aware they will be residing in or 
near an industrial zone and that noise and disruptions are likely and expected. 
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Global Port Location 

For waterborne cargo originating in Europe and East Asia, reaching the Port of 
Boston is a day shorter sail than reaching any other port in the United States.  As the 
manufacturing centers in Asia move West and South, the use of the Suez Canal will 
start to increase.  This will result in more marine traffic into ports on the Eastern 
Seaboard and less reliance on “land bridge” intermodal movements from ports on 
the West Coast.  

The Port of Boston has better rail connections than the Port of Halifax in Nova Scotia, 
which makes it more favorable for points of origin in Europe and East Asia.  Its close 
proximity to the Conley Terminal is also an opportunity for the transfer of cargo, 
particularly overweight containers.  The Port of Boston is also at an advantage due to 
the short distance to the Atlantic Ocean, which requires only four miles of harbor 
navigation to reach. 

Weaknesses 

There are a couple of weaknesses that have been identified for the site.  These 
include: 

 Configuration of rail operations 
 Size of the facility 
 Shared use of infrastructure components 

Configuration of Rail Operations 

 The reverse moves required in the South Bay area make operations inefficient for 
large volumes of cargo.  The time required to execute these also works against 
developing this site as other than a niche market. Eliminating the double reverse 
move to/from the Dorchester Branch by reconfiguring the south Bay 
Interlocking would be impractical for other than a major goods movement, and 
the available property in South Boston simply does not exist to support such a 
facility. 
 

Eliminating the double reverse move to/from the Dorchester Branch by 
reconfiguring the South Bay Interlocking would allow direct movement of freight 
between Track 61 and the Dorchester Branch without stopping, greatly improving 
the capacity to Track 61.  However, this would require a great deal of special track 
work, including slip switches and diamonds to cross the Southampton Yard tracks 
and Old Colony Main Line tracks without compromising the utility of those facilities.  
This investment would only be justified by very large volumes of cargo, which is 
unlikely due to the property constraints discussed in this section. 

The inability to move freight cars between the BMIP and the First Street Yard and 
New Yard due to cars parked on the tracks at the Boston Design Center would 
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become increasingly intolerable with larger volumes of freight.  If demand for rail 
service increases, it would be necessary to eliminate this practice. 

The second time constraint on this area from a rail point of view is the MBTA 
requirements that freight operations between Readville and Boston occur during the 
evening and over night shifts.  

Size 

A major facility could not be built in the BMIP because of space restrictions.  It is 
better suited to accommodate a niche role rather than a major distribution facility.  
Track 61 could handle approximately 20 cars a day, five days a week.  The maximum 
throughput is approximately 100 loads a week.   

The movement of larger volumes of cargo would require more yard space.  At a 
minimum, existing yard space should be maintained; yards may need to be 
expanded in the future if possible. 

Shared Use 

Shared use between industrial uses and ongoing commercial and retail uses within 
the BMIP will be a challenge.  There are industrial uses on the site, as well as 
commercial and retail uses, primarily in the Boston Design Center and 88 Black 
Falcon Avenue.  Although most of the space in the BMIP is industrial (2,490,000 SF), 
there is a strong R&D and office space presence as well, 560,000 SF and 450,000 SF, 
respectively.  The commercial and retail facilities generate more vehicle movements 
during the daylight hours and will have more vehicular traffic in and out each day.  
This shared use presents challenges with traffic patterns and use.   

It should be noted in terms of shared use that new development should not be 
allowed to compromise ship-to-rail connections or other functions related to 
designated port uses. 

Opportunities 

Track 61 and the area surrounding it presents significant opportunities for infusing 
new development and growth within the BMIP.  As much of the site consists of 
vacant buildings or similar sites with redevelopment potential, there are several 
opportunities associated with reintroducing rail.  Opportunities identified include: 

 Regional benefits 
 Creating a freight village 
 Reduction in Truck Trips 
 Reduction in Carbon Emissions 
 Increased performance and expansions of existing facilities 
 Economic development 
 Job creation 
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Regional Benefits 

Regional benefits include the direct ship-to-rail connection in the Port of Boston at 
the 88 Black Falcon Avenue Pier.  The ships that could service this pier would be 
restricted to barges due to insufficient draught.  Direct ship-to-rail connections for 
larger ships would be at the North Jetty, which has much deeper draught. 

A new mode of transportation in the BMIP would make the Park a more competitive 
place to do business.  This would potentially attract new enterprises and further the 
goals of redeveloping the BMIP, thus allowing the Park to better serve the needs of 
Greater Boston. 

Creating a Freight Village 

This site has potential to be developed as a freight village.  According to the 
European Intermodal Association, a freight village is defined as an area within which 
all activities relating to transport, logistics, and the distribution of goods, both for 
national and international transit, are carried out by various operators.  These 
operators can either be owners or tenants of buildings and facilities (warehouses, 
break-bulk centers, storage areas, offices, car parks, etc.).  The within which they 
conduct their business must preferably be served by a multiplicity of transport 
modes (road, rail, deep sea, inland waterway, and air).  

The important points about freight villages are the location, the efficiency of 
operations, and the competitive advantage that these elements offer the user who 
needs to capitalize upon them. 

The benefits of freight villages include: 

 Create an efficient movement of freight 
 Accommodate the increase in freight volumes 
 Promote economic development 
 Co-location of operations that can provide mutual support (clustering) 
 Reduce truck miles of travel 
 Community design/aesthetics 

 

Freight villages make sense as a way to increase the efficiency of scarce land, lower 
the vehicle-miles traveled (VMT), and reduce the rate of growth of congestion. 
Under-utilized former industrial areas and brownfields often provide well-located 
tracts suitable for freight village development.   

Freight villages are generally characterized by: 

 Size:  Minimum of 125 contiguous acres; most are larger.  The BMIP is 
approximately 150 acres. 

 General location:  In or near metropolitan area, but not close to residential areas 
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 Access:  Excellent access by road and rail; secure with controlled access; 
connections with port and airport are strong additions, which many freight 
villages cannot claim. 

 Proximity:  Direct access or proximity to intermodal facilities, ports and 
waterfront, and/or airport operations provide huge advantages. 

 Design:  Planned layout with amenities and landscaping 
 Buildings:  State-of-the-art facilities with offices, advanced communications and 

information technology infrastructure; size may vary, but typically smaller than 
traditional warehouses 
 

This site is an ideal candidate for a freight village concept.  The site was formerly the 
South Boston Naval Annex and is now a collection of existing businesses and vacant, 
developable parcels in need of rehabilitation.  This site would have an advantage as a 
freight village as a result of its proximity to the urban core.  This is a unique situation 
that encourages and replicates industrial development with quality employment 
opportunities close to the downtown core of Boston.   

Reduction in Truck Trips  

Trucks have a significant effect on highway traffic conditions because they take up 
more space than cars and require greater separation from other vehicles.  Nationally, 
truck traffic is currently estimated to be growing at a faster rate than car traffic.  
While a slight reduction in the number of truck trips in the immediate project vicinity 
may occur as a result of the Track 61 improvements, it is more important to note that 
the reintroduction of freight rail to the BMIP would offer the opportunity to allow 
development to expand without increasing the number of truck trips.  By 
implementing the Track 61 improvements, it is estimated that the BMIP facility could 
process up to 6,000 rail cars per year, which equates to approximately 24,000 truck 
trips on the highway network.  With the development that could occur as a result of 
the Track 61 improvements, there would be 24,000 fewer truck trips because this 
cargo could be moved by rail. 

Reduction in Carbon Emissions 

The Track 61 improvements would also result in fewer carbon dioxide emissions 
being released.  The movement of cargo by rail produces much lower emissions than 
the movement of the same amount of cargo by truck.  The energy efficiency of freight 
rail can be observed in these general comparisons:   

 The amount of carbon dioxide emissions is approximately the same for a freight 
train, which moves 436 miles versus a truck, which only moves 70 miles.   
 

 On average, it takes four trucks to move the same amount of cargo that one rail 
car can move.  It is anticipated that a ten-car freight train with one locomotive 
would be used to transport cargo to/from Track 61.  This would be equivalent to 
40 trucks. 
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Assuming that the average regional truck trip length is 100 miles, 24,000 truck trips 
per year equals 2.4 million vehicle miles traveled (VMT) per year.  For each VMT on 
a heavy-duty diesel truck, an estimated 1,400 grams of carbon dioxide per vehicle 
mile is released.  This could result in a savings of as much as 30 million grams of 
carbon dioxide emissions per year, through the use of rail transport instead of truck 
transport for development in the BMIP resulting from the Track 61 improvements.  
These benefits could be realized once the development associated with the Track 61 
improvements occurs. 

The Track 61 improvements would allow development to occur in the BMIP without 
creating additional truck traffic congestion on the local and regional highway 
network and without creating additional carbon emissions.   

Increased Performance and Expansion of Existing Facilities   

The implementation of Track 61 has the opportunity to increase the performance of 
existing facilities, as well as offer a reason for potential expansions of these facilities 
in the future.  Track 61 provides improvements necessary to reintroduce freight rail 
to the BMIP.  This is an advantage for existing facilities because it will now offer 
them multiple modes to move cargo in or out of their facility and in a more cost 
effective and sustainable manner.  Increased performance and/or potential 
expansion of their facilities enable a company to hire additional work force and 
contributes to the overall growth of the company.   

Economic Development 

The presence of rail on the site would help induce new development or 
redevelopment of existing parcels in addition to benefiting the existing facilities.  As 
more and more private companies are seeking to transport cargo via rail due to its 
cost savings and environmental implications, the BMIP is in need of rail to stay 
current with the market.  To postpone the reintroduction of rail any longer may be a 
detriment to the economic viability of the Park and may slow private investment in 
the area.  Without this private investment the Park, industrial uses could be pushed 
out of the Park gradually as more and more residential and commercial uses move 
in.  Track 61 is critical to the growth and rehabilitation of portions of the BMIP and 
would encourage private investment in the area.   

Job Creation 

There are number of potential job opportunities that would be created as a result of 
the Track 61 improvements.  Reintroduction of rail to the port would greatly induce 
new development and perhaps aid in the expansion of existing facilities.  It is 
difficult to estimate the total number of jobs that would be created as businesses 
move in or expand once the Track 61 improvements are complete.  According to the 
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Boston Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC), the construction of some of the 
vacant parcels, particularly the 6 Tide Street Site (Parcel R) and North Jetty Site 
(Parcel M-1) would require approximately $62.5 million in private investment and 
would produce over 200 construction related jobs, new homes for businesses, and 
600 new permanent jobs.  An additional 45 construction jobs would be created as a 
result of the demolition and roadway improvement projects. According to Cargo 
Ventures, their development is expected to result in approximately 400-600 new 
employees, ranging from high-level managerial positions to trades positions.  With 
the rehabilitation of vacant Parcels M and N, it is anticipated that there could be an 
additional 100 to 300 employment opportunities created.   

On average, there is 15-20 percent of office and administrative space for each of these 
facilities.  The concentration of employees in the administrative space would be 
higher than the remainder of the facility.   

In addition to managerial, administrative, and trades positions, there will be a 
number of construction positions, for both the rail construction and subsequent 
induced developments, as a result of the project.  Follow-on jobs would likely result 
in other regions and in other companies, fueled by the growth of facilities in the 
vicinity of the project area.  These follow-on jobs include positions in the 
manufacturing and supplying industry. 

Threats 

Freight villages and other major ports have some ability to draw traffic away from 
the site.  The potential threats to the site identified include: 

 Distribution centers/freight village development in other regions of the 
Commonwealth (i.e. Southeastern Massachusetts, the Merrimack Valley area, 
and Central Massachusetts).  These locations have the potential to develop 
freight village concepts that could possibly compete with the site for Track 61. 
 

 Established distribution and logistics chains.  Changing modes of distribution 
and inserting a new player in the marketplace results in breaking longstanding 
relationships and possibly disturbing ongoing logistics patterns. 

 
 Other ports.  Other ports, especially those with rail, may compete with this site. 
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Summary 
The table below summarizes the SWOT analysis for the BMIP. 

Strengths 
• Location:  The site is close to Logan Airport, the interstate 

highway network, the Port of Boston, and downtown 
Boston.  Bulk storage facilities and rail are or will be 
available on site. 

• Multimodal Connections:  With Track 61, the site would be 
well served by rail, highway, sea, and air transportation. 

• Existing Work Force:  Boston has a strong historic blue-
collar work force to support these industries. 

• Environmental Design:  The site is already in use and 
previously disturbed, so development on the site would be 
more sustainable than development in undisturbed areas.  
Proposed buildings on the Cargo Ventures site will be 
LEED-Certified. 

• Zoning:  The site is already zoned industrial and would not 
need change in zoning for industrial development. 

• Global Port Location:  By ship, the Port of Boston is one 
day closer to Europe and to Asia (for ships travelling via the 
Suez Canal) than any other US port. 

Weaknesses 
• Configuration of Rail Operations:  Rail operations are 

inefficient for large volumes of cargo, and work against 
development of the site other than as a niche market. 

• Size of the Facility:  A major facility could not be 
constructed in the BMIP because the site is simply not 
large enough. 

• Shared Use of Infrastructure Components:  Though most 
space is industrial, there is a strong retail, R&D, and office 
presence in the BMIP. 

Opportunities 
• Regional Benefits:  Regional benefits include direct ship to 

rail connections for the Port of Boston.  Rail would also 
make the BMIP a more competitive place to do business. 

• Creating a Freight Village:  The site has the potential to be 
developed into a freight village, generating many benefits. 

• Reduce Emissions:  Freight rail is much more efficient and 
environmentally friendly than trucking.  Reintroduction of 
freight service would help reduce air pollution. 

• Increased Performance and Expansions of Existing 
Facilities:  Existing enterprises would have an additional 
mode of transportation, enabling more efficient operation 
and increased performance. 

• Economic Development:  Rail would help induce new 
development and redevelopment on the site. 

• Job Creation:  Development potential on the site could 
create hundreds of new permanent jobs, as well as 
hundreds more during construction. 

Threats 
• Established distribution and logistics chains:  Changing 

modes of distribution and inserting a new player in the 
marketplace results in breaking longstanding relationships 
and possibly disturbing ongoing logistics patterns. 

• Other Facilities:  Other similar facilities could be built 
around the perimeter of the urban area, although currently 
it does not appear that any are planned. 

• Other Ports:  Other ports, especially with good rail 
connections, could compete with this site. 
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Multi-temperature/Cold Storage 
This section evaluates the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of 
incorporating multi-temperature/cold storage facilities on the site. 

Strengths 
• Location:  In terms of the fishing industry, this is an ideal 

location for a multi-temperature/cold storage facility 
because it is adjacent to the fish auction and a major hub 
for fishing in the Boston area.  It is also centrally located to 
all other fishing ports in New England and is close to the 
airport.  This is also a great location for a multi-
temperature/cold storage facility in terms of produce and 
the beverage/beer industry.  For the beverage/beer 
industry, the site is close to an intermodal port and adjacent 
to Harpoons Brewery, which is a manufacturing facility and 
a center of distribution.  This is a tremendous advantage. 

• Modern and Energy Efficient Facility:  The building slated 
for multi-temperature/cold storage is part of Cargo Ventures 
development.  This building, Building A, will be LEED-
Certified according to the USGBC LEED Rating System.  It 
will be a modern and energy efficient facility, which provides 
added benefits to the private investor.   

• Adjacent to Rail Line:  The building will also sit directly 
adjacent to the rail line. 

Weaknesses 
• No weaknesses have been identified to date. 

Opportunities 
• Growth and Consolidation:  The opportunities that result 

from having a multi-temperature/cold storage facility on site 
include the ability to combine or consolidate facilities from 
multiple locations, as well as the ability to replace outdated 
facilities and provide room for the expansion of services. 

• Reduction of Carbon Emissions:  There is also the 
opportunity to reduce carbon emissions for the facility as a 
result of occupying a LEED-Certified Building, as well as 
the reduced carbon emissions resulting from using freight 
rail versus trucking cargo. 

• Regional Distribution Centers:  Having a multi-
temperature/cold storage facility in this area will create a 
new model for regional distribution centers.  This represents 
a trend in logistics patterns away from mega-distribution 
centers and instead to regional distribution centers. 

• Baitfish Industry:  Baitfish currently enter through other 
ports or come to the West Coast and are transported via rail 
to ports on the East Coast.  With a major freezer facility, the 
Port of Boston could become a port of choice for baitfish 
and for fish export in general. 

Threats 
• Established distribution and logistics chains:  Changing 

modes of distribution and inserting a new player in the 
marketplace results in breaking longstanding relationships 
and possibly disturbing ongoing logistics patterns. 

• Other Facilities:  Other similar facilities could be built 
around the perimeter of the urban area, although currently 
it does not appear that any are planned. 
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Cross Dock/Overweight Containers 
This section evaluates the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats with 
having a cross dock facility in this location.  A cross dock is a quick-turnaround 
facility to bring cargo in, repackage as necessary, and then send cargo back out via 
the most appropriate mode.  This facility would include overweight container 
services.  

Strengths 
• Location:  There is no major cross dock facility in the 

Greater Boston area, thus, having such a facility in this 
location would be advantageous to customers.  Customers 
of such facilities include warehouses, distribution centers, 
manufacturers and end users. 

• Modern and Energy Efficient Facility:  The building 
proposed by Cargo Ventures as a cross dock facility will be 
LEED-Certified and will offer a modern facility that is energy 
efficient. 

• Adjacent to Rail Line:  The building will also sit directly 
adjacent to the proposed rail line, with railcar unloading 
doors able to accommodate several railcars at a time. 

• Heavy-Haul Route:  The facility is located on a heavy-haul 
route for overweight containers to and from the Port of 
Boston. 

• Track 61 is on the overweight truck route from Conley 
Terminal, facilitating transfer of overweight containers to 
rail. 

Weaknesses 
• While end-users have indicated no significant issues with 

traffic in accessing this facility, movement into and out of 
Boston will be problematic at certain times of the day.   

• The intermodal terminal (Conley Terminal) is not directly 
served by rail. 

Opportunities 
• Overweight Containers:  A cross dock facility on this site 

would have the ability to “stuff and strip” containers and 
move overweight containers to and from the port. 

• Regional Distribution Centers:  Having a cross dock facility 
in this area will provide a node of support for the emerging 
create a new model for regional distribution centers.  This 
represents a change or trend in logistics patterns away from 
mega-distribution centers and instead to regional 
distribution centers.  This facility will offer the ability to 
transfer goods from one mode to another.   

• With a more convenient rail connection to the overweight 
truck route, there may be the potential to attract additional 
overweight cargo to the intermodal terminal. 

Threats 
• Established distribution and logistics chains:  Changing 

modes of distribution and inserting a new player in the 
marketplace results in breaking longstanding relationships 
and possibly disturbing ongoing logistics patterns. 

• As logistics become more regionalized, the inherent benefit 
for transfers and cross dock facilities may lessen. 

• Other ports have direct rail connections to their intermodal 
terminals to serve overweight containers, which is a more 
efficient arrangement. 
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Distillers Grains 
This section  evaluates the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats for 
delivery of products (in particular barley) to the Harpoon Brewery, which is located 
within the BMIP. 

Strengths 
• Location:  The location of proposed rail yard ideal for 

delivering grains due to the proximity of the site to the 
Harpoon Brewery.  The grain could be conveyed directly 
from rail cars to the silos for use at the Brewery.   

• Storage:  The Brewery would have the ability to augment its 
current limited storage by using rail cars for stationary 
storage, in addition to transit. 

• Costs:  These improvements would result in decreased 
shipping costs for the Brewery and potentially reduced 
costs to ultimate consumer. 

Weaknesses 
• Conveying System:  The track is not immediately adjacent 

to the Brewery, thus a conveying system would be needed.  
The conveying system would be entirely within the BMIP 
facility.     

Opportunities 
• Rail Shipments:  Currently, grains are shipped by truck from 

their facility of origin in Canada (for malted barley) and 
Wisconsin.  With the implementation of Track 61, they could 
be shipped via rail rather than truck. 

Threats 
• Established distribution and logistics chains:  Changing 

modes of distribution and inserting a new player in the 
marketplace results in breaking longstanding relationships 
and possibly disturbing ongoing logistics patterns. 

 

Lumber 
This section evaluates the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of 
incorporating a lumber facility within the BMIP.  This facility would include 
dimensional lumber and plywood. 

Strengths 
• Connection to Port:  The break-bulk terminal (the North 

Jetty) would provide valuable connections for the 
movement of lumber products. 

• On Dock Rail Connection:  Having an on dock/near dock 
rail facility allows the port to market itself for products 
moving to the Midwest.   

Weaknesses 
• Imbalance of Trade:  While securing inbound movement of 

lumber products provides a traffic base, the port would 
need an outbound base in order to secure a traffic balance.  
The potential for diverting outbound traffic is minimal.  
Outbound cargo currently moves through Halifax or New 
London with very little opportunity to divert this to Boston 
instead.  A traffic balance must be achieved.   

Opportunities 
• Inbound From Europe:  Historically, cargo coming inbound 

to the Port of Boston from Northern Europe and Russia was 
shipped via rail to other locations throughout the United 
States.  This pattern of trans-shipment would be reinstated.   

• Some lumber yards in the area are already serviced by rail, 
so it a viable method of distribution for these products.   

• Global Port Location:  Boston is one day closer from 
Europe and Asia than all other East Coast US ports . 

Threats 
• Established distribution and logistics chains:  Changing 

modes of distribution and inserting a new player in the 
marketplace results in breaking longstanding relationships 
and possibly disturbing ongoing logistics patterns. 
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Building Products 
This section evaluates the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of siting 
a building products facility within the BMIP in close proximity to Track 61.  This 
facility could include materials such as tile, wire, pipe, and drywall in bulk for 
distribution to wholesale or retail receivers in the metropolitan area. 

Strengths 
• Connection to Port:  The break-bulk terminal (the North 

Jetty) would provide valuable connections for the 
movement of building materials.   

Weaknesses 
• New entry into the building industry may be of questionable 

value especially in light of current economy. 

Opportunities 
• The Boston Design Center / Bronstein Center / Drydock 

Center building has space available for warehousing.  This 
space has been used for similar activities in the past. 

Threats 
• Established distribution and logistics chains:  Changing 

modes of distribution and inserting a new player in the 
marketplace results in breaking longstanding relationships 
and possibly disturbing ongoing logistics patterns. 

 

Beverage 
This section evaluates the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of having 
Track 61 in close proximity of a beverage facility on the site, specifically either the 
Harpoon Brewery, or a warehouse facility related to inbound movement of 
beverages for distribution. 

Strengths 
• Connection to Port:  The break-bulk terminal (the North 

Jetty) would provide a valuable connection for the 
movement of beverage products.   

• Combination of rail and port transportation with local truck 
delivery provides opportunities.   

Weaknesses 
• While no weaknesses are identified regarding this 

proposed use, movement and warehousing of liquor can be 
very political.  See “Threats” section. 

Opportunities 
• A major 3rd party logistic s firm indicated that there is a 

market need for such a facility.  If such a facility were 
constructed they indicated interest in using it.  

• Cargo Ventures has expressed interest in building 
warehouse here for this type of facility. 

Threats 
• Established distribution and logistics chains:  Changing 

modes of distribution and inserting a new player in the 
marketplace results in breaking longstanding relationships 
and possibly disturbing ongoing logistics patterns.   
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Structural Steel 
This section evaluates the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of 
establishing a structural steel reload facility within the BMIP in close proximity to 
Track 61.  Clarify each of these based on need for business vs. need for rail.  
Additionally, regarding this line of business, the opportunity to provide value-added 
services on site would enhance the relative value of this facility to end-users. 

Strengths 
• Connection to Port:  The break-bulk terminal (the North 

Jetty) would provide a valuable connection for the 
movement of structural steel products from off-shore 
origins, as well as opportunity to utilize barge movement to 
support construction projects elsewhere within the region. 

• Several properties (parcels M and N) are well suited for 
steel storage and support work. 

• Rail direct shipment of structural steel into the Boston 
metropolitan region would reduce costs to end-users, and 
reduce movements of high, wide or overlength structural 
steel pieces over the regions highways. 

Weaknesses 
• New entry into the building industry may be of questionable 

value especially in light of current economy. 

Opportunities 
• Inbound from Europe and Asia:  Structural steel coming 

inbound through the Port of Rotterdam and/or through the 
Suez Canal could be brought into the Port of Boston and 
distributed via rail to other locations.     

• Global Port Location:  Boston is one day closer from 
Europe and Asia than all other East Coast US ports . 

Threats 
• Established distribution and logistics chains:  Changing 

modes of distribution and inserting a new player in the 
marketplace results in breaking longstanding relationships 
and possibly disturbing ongoing logistics patterns. 
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Military /Department of Defense 
This section evaluates the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of having 
Track 61 for the military/Department of Defense purposes.  Specifically, this relates 
to discussions between Massport and the Army’s 10th Mountain Division, which 
currently does not have a Port of Embarkation.  This Division used the MOT in 
Bayonne, New Jersey until it closed.  Currently, they have the option to use 
commercial ports out of New York, or they must go to Baltimore.  With their 
headquarters in Watertown, New York, Boston is much closer than Baltimore. 

Strengths 
• Connection to Port:  The North Jetty provides a direct 

connection where equipment could be unloaded from ships 
and loaded onto rail cars or vice versa. 

• The nearest ports to Watertown NY that can provide Port of 
Embarkation are PANYNJ and Boston. 

Weaknesses 
• The DOD requires a “circus loading” ramp at the end of the 

track, which is not part of the current design.  Circus 
loading involves drive on-drive off along the cut of rail-cars 
with a ramp at the end of the track onto the ground.  A 
temporary ramp structure could be utilized at the end of 
tracks any time mobilization is required. 

• The limitation on train length may be felt acutely for this 
user.  If the DOD needed to move more than 10 pieces of 
equipment, the train would have to be moved  between 
BMIP and New Yard in pieces, and then assembled into a 
full train. 

Opportunities 
• There is currently no backup port for movement of 

equipment to Watertown, NY.  An incident at PANYNJ 
would make it difficult to move equipment to Watertown. 

• Boston is not much further from Watertown, NY than 
PANYNJ, and is much less congested. 

Threats 
• Other ports with rail service could try to attract this traffic. 

Conclusions 
Based on the SWOT Analysis, there are seven potential uses that show a market need 
and demonstrate a significant number of strengths and opportunities as they relate to 
the site.  The seven include: 

 Multi-temperature/ Cold Storage 
 Cross Dock 
 Distiller’s Grains 
 Structural Steel 
 Beverage 
 Department of Defense 
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These potential uses of the Track 61 improvements should move forward for further 
analysis.  The incorporation of lumber and building product facilities in the BMIP are 
not as strong and should be considered only on a secondary basis.   
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Findings 

Based on a thorough evaluation of the freight market needs and economic 
development opportunities of the site, it was determined that the proposed 
enhancements at Track 61 and connections to the Port of Boston in the BMIP would 
be an appropriate expenditure of funding by the Massachusetts Executive Office of 
Transportation (EOT).   

Several uses or private investment opportunities were identified in the evaluation of 
the site.  These opportunities include new development, as well as rehabilitation of 
existing parcels, and demonstrate that the market potential warrants the investment 
in the Track 61 improvements.  According to Neil Fitzpatrick, President of Boston 
Freight Terminals, “Incorporating rail back into the BMIP would create a unique 
competitive advantage for the companies that are already present, as well as 
companies considering relocation to the area.  Rail would ignite substantial 
development in the BMIP and would complete the intermodal connection.”  

Marketing and Economic Outlook 
A core value of the BMIP is to create opportunities for regional industry clusters to 
develop.  One of the strongest of these industries is the growing seafood market, 
specialized storage and transfer capacity, docking capacity for passenger cruise 
ships, and ship repair facilities. 

Private investment in the BMIP would stimulate the economic growth of companies 
currently occupying space in the BMIP, increase the tax revenue, and provide 
employment opportunities in the high-wage/high-skill and middle-wage/low-skill 
categories.    

The BMIP currently supports a growing seafood industry cluster, adjacent to other 
nationally known businesses, including those that support the maritime industry, 
such as shipping or insurance providers; restaurants; copy and design centers; travel 
agencies; passenger cruise ship docking and facilities; and increased ship repair 
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capacity.  Several potential uses for the site have been identified.  These include 
facilities for cold/multi-temperature storage, cross docks, distillers, lumber, building 
products, structural steel, beverages, overweight containers, and as a Port of 
Embarkation for the Department of Defense.  It was determined that there is likely a 
market need for each of these uses.  They each have several strengths as a result of 
the location and configuration of the site itself, including proximity to rail, proximity 
to the port, market demand, nearby manufacturing centers, and sustainable design 
measures.   

Introducing these uses to the BMIP would help fill a market need and reduce 
dependence on other ports or other modes of transport from existing manufacturing 
facilities.  It would help contribute to the economic growth of the BMIP and South 
Boston, as well as other regional locations in the United States, as a result of job 
creation in other locations resulting from new facilities in the BMIP.  

Feasibility of Project 
The Track 61 improvements would benefit the BMIP by inducing development, 
particularly via private investments, as well as stimulating job growth and fostering 
a more sustainable method of cargo transport.  While there are a number of existing 
businesses that would likely benefit from the improvements to Track 61, perhaps the 
most notable effect of the reintroduction of rail would be in the decision-making 
process for businesses currently considering a relocation to the area or a 
consolidation of their current facilities into one facility in the BMIP.  Incorporating 
rail onto the site would greatly increase the attractiveness of the BMIP for these 
businesses.  Rail is the missing component in order to complete an intermodal center 
or ‘freight village’ at the BMIP and is critical to future growth and success of the 
BMIP. 

The feasibility of the project primarily resides in three places: 

1. Economic growth:  Based on site research and interviews with existing 
companies and developers in the BMIP, the reintroduction of rail would result in 
new businesses developing in the BMIP as well as increased opportunities for 
existing businesses.   

2. Job creation:  New jobs, in the high-wage and middle-wage categories would 
result from the influx of new businesses and development in the BMIP.  These 
include permanent positions as well as construction jobs.  Jobs would also be 
created in the existing businesses as they expand to meet new opportunities 
resulting from access to rail. 

3. Sustainability:  Having rail at the BMIP creates a regional distribution center 
instead of using the existing mega-distribution centers that require trucking 
cargo long distances.  It also offers the opportunity to ship cargo via rail, which 
can move significantly more cargo than trucks for the equivalent amount of 
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carbon emissions.  Cargo would move via a more efficient mode and, in many 
cases, a shorter distance, to reach its destination.  Assuming 300 working days 
per year, the facility could process 6,000 rail cars per year, which equates to 
approximately 24,000 truck trips on the highway network. 

The benefits and anticipated growth opportunities for the Track 61 projects 
demonstrate that it is feasible and a worthwhile investment on behalf of EOT.  The 
investment is considered to be minimal compared to the market return.  According to 
Ralph Cox, Chief Development Officer of Cargo Ventures, “The growth and 
expansion possibilities resulting from the implementation of the Track 61 
improvements would be significant for the BMIP and would add substantial value 
for a reasonable price tag.  This would attract private sector investment and ignite 
industrial development in this area.” 

Table 7-1 outlines the potential uses initially considered and those uses determined 
to be best suited for rail transport in the BMIP based on the Market Gap Analysis and 
SWOT Analysis. 

Table 7-1:  Summary of Evaluation of Uses for Rail in BMIP 

Chapter 4:  Potential Uses Chapter 5:  Gap Analysis Chapter 6:  SWOT Analysis 
Cold/multi-temperature storage Cold/multi-temperature storage Cold/multi-temperature storage 
Salt Beverage Beverage 
Beverage Forest Products – Lumber Structural Steel 
Forest Products – Lumber Building Products Primary Products – Distiller’s Grains 
Forest Products – Paper Structural Steel Department of Defense 
Building Products Primary Products – Distiller’s Grains Cross Dock 
Structural Steel Department of Defense  
Cement Cross Dock  
Primary Products – Sand   
Primary Products – Plastics   
Primary Products – Distiller’s Grains   
Department of Defense   
Green/Wind Industry   
Cross Dock   
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Appendix A 

Interviews 
The following section contains notes from interviews with BMIP tenants and 
developers. 

Cargo Ventures & Boston Freight Terminals 

The team met with Ralph Cox of Cargo Ventures and Neil Fitzpatrick of Boston 
Freight Terminals at Cargo Ventures’ office at 1 Harbor Street, on July 21, 2009. 

North Jetty Property: 

 Designed to accommodate rail; view rail as in important component 
 Potential users that wanted rail, including cement terminal 
 Multi-temperature cold storage and fish processing building (up to 250,000 

square feet) 
 Rail would be an added attraction 
 Could ship frozen fish out by rail 

 Boston Freight Terminals – up to 80,000 square feet – cross dock facility, 
overweight container stuffing/stripping 

 Rail is definite improvement for tenants – would pay more, invest more, and 
increase size of operations 

 Up to 500,000 square feet total – rail impact of 250,000 to 350,000 square feet 
 Rail will help induce millions in private investment 

 

Overweight Transloading: 

 Waste paper (4 or 5 containers to 3 or 4) – 44,000 lb truck loads to 56,000 lb 
rail/ship container 

 Tile (4 or 5 containers to 3 or 4) 
 Beverages – capture some of beer market from PANYNJ? 

 

Bulk/Break-bulk Potential: 

 Lumber/forest products (International Forest Products?) 
 Construction and building materials 
 Salt, cement, sand 
 Bait fish to/from west coast 
 Frozen food to Midwest 
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 Lack of scale for coal or iron ore 
 

Other notes: 

 By ship, Boston is one day closer to Europe and Asia (via Suez Canal) than any 
other US port 

 Better fuel economy by rail (check CSX and NS carbon footprint calculator) 
 Explore idea of freight village – served by air, sea, highway, and rail 
 Induce development on parcels M, N, and R – w/ Cargo Ventures site up to 

850,000 square foot potential over the next 3-5 years 
 Operations are cross dock not warehouse – higher employment 

 

Coastal Cement 

The team met with Richard Laboy of Coastal Cement at Coastal Cement’s office at 36 
Drydock Avenue, on July 22, 2009. 

Coastal Cement Operations: 

 Cement produced at facility in Thomaston, ME and moved by rail to Rockland, 
ME, then by barge to Berths 1 and 2 in the BMIP 

 Barge capacity 4000 tons; 1 trip per week (at busiest 6 per month) 
 Dedicated 12 car rail fleet in Maine 
 Berth draft  38’-40’ 
 Difficult to find self-unloading ship 

 Factory can meet demand so no need to import 
 Some cement is shipped by rail to other customers, e.g. in Canada 
 Rail would be good backup option in case barge becomes unavailable 
 Approximately 15 years ago, discussed using rail at the old 88 Black Falcon 

Avenue Pier building 
 Market area – Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island; served out of 

BMIP and another terminal in Newington, NH 
 No set up for loading rail cars from silos – would require major investment 
 Could unload rail cars to silos without too much difficulty by pipe, but slower 

and more expensive than barge and could interfere w/ truck traffic 
 Silo capacity 38,000 tons 
 Customer base in cement industry is volatile 
 Highway access very good via CA/T and Haul Road 

 

Harpoon Brewery 

Harpoon Brewery provided information on their operations via email: 

 Malted barley: 
 Expect to bring in 3.5 million lbs of bulk pale malted barley this year 
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 Currently from Canada Malting in Montreal but have sourced from other 
locations in the past 

 Packed and moved in bulk in tanker trucks – apparently have the option to 
have it shipped from the malting plant by rail.  Told the rail cars carry 
175,000 lbs of malt.  
 

 Also purchase specialty malts in 50 lb bags (on wrapped pallets) from a company 
in Wisconsin (about 42,000 lbs per month which is a full truckload) 

 Have the option of having it shipped entirely by truck or by rail into Boston 
and then transferred to truck.  The rail option is a bit cheaper, but is less 
reliable since they cannot guarantee delivery within as tight a window as 
100% trucking. 
 

 Ship perhaps 150,000 cases (24 12-ounce bottles per case) and 15,000 kegs (13.2 
gallon equivalents) from Boston annually – and business is growing. 

 
 Beyond New England, ship to all states east of the Mississippi except Mississippi 

as well as Louisiana and Texas. 
 

 Movement of ingredients and products is very time-sensitive 
 Need malted barley, for example, to arrive on the specific day requested 
 Need the raw materials to arrive to meet production schedule 
 Have very little storage space 
 Need orders to get to wholesalers within a specified week 

 
 Receive 2 to 4 truckloads of glass per week with 26 pallets per truckload from 

Auburn, NY 
 Order glass by SKU the week before needed but frequently adjust orders up 

to two days before arrival 
 Glass comes packed into cases so don’t have separate packaging deliveries 

 
 New highway access is excellent 

Clasen Quality Coatings 

Clasen Quality Coatings provided information in a phone call.  At this time, the 
company’s operations do not lend themselves to use of Track 61. 
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Appendix B 

Meeting Notes 
Summary of meeting notes. 

BRA/EDIC and Massport Kickoff Meeting 

The team held a kickoff meeting with Massport, the BRA, and EDIC at Massport’s 
offices at the Boston Fish Pier on July 2, 2009. 

Existing BMIP tenants who would potentially use rail: 

 International Cargo New England (Neil Fitzpatrick) 
 O’Hara Seafoods (just expanded building) 
 Harpoon Brewery (Dan Canary (spelling?)) 

 

Possible/future BMIP tenants who would potentially use rail: 

 Cargo Ventures leads 
 Cold storage warehouse 
 Biomass material (wood chips) 
 Road salt 

 Confectionary company – working with NECCO 
 Other seafood companies 
 Coastal Cement 
 88 Black Falcon Avenue tenants 

 

Other possibilities for use of Track 61: 

 Department of Defense 10th Mountain Division based in Watertown, NY 
(movement of materials during national emergency) 

 Distribution companies that are seeing value in using rail to serve smaller 
advance warehouses that serve smaller geographic areas 

 Move overweight items 
 Wind turbine blades – by rail to Track 61, then by barge to Autoport 
 Electrical equipment, e.g. transformers 
 Construction equipment, e.g. Shaughnessy cranes 
 Beverages 
 Rolled/cut paper 
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Constraints that need to be addressed: 

 Maximum width, height, length, and weight 
 Restrictions caused by track curvature 
 Potential convention center expansion – air rights over First Street yard. 
 Design for the current configuration is complete 
 The uses mentioned require a variety of infrastructure.  For example, some uses 

would need cross dock rail access, others would need circus loading (DOD), and 
others would need pumping systems (Harpoon). 

 

Items to be developed for the study: 

 Reduction in truck traffic and air pollution 
 Job growth created (local, regional, national) 
 Type of commodities moved 
 Economic/environmental/efficiency benefits 
 Matrix of warehouse space that will have rail service as a result of the project 
 Bear in mind that study will be supporting TIGER application, and may become 

an appendix to that document 
 Engineering report on MEPA/NEPA issues, constructability, etc 
 CSX, short line, or BRA/EDIC dual use crew to operate service 
 Schedule – 4 to 6 weeks 
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Appendix C 

BMIP Parcel Information 
Table C-1:  Existing Development Served by Proposed Rail 

Parcel ID# Name/Address Current Use Existing SF 
B 5-11 Drydock Avenue North Coast Seafoods 

Drydock Café 
Thompson Island 

101,124 

F Boston Design Center Various 555,926 
I Bronstein Industrial Center Various 831,510 
J Drydock Center Various 275,184 
K 36 Drydock Avenue Coastal Cement 24,169 
L Drydock # 3 Boston Ship Repair 17,539 
S 306 Northern Avenue Harpoon Brewery 

Nagle Seafood Co. 
Bill's Garage & Sons, Inc.  

117,747 

X 5-7 Fid Kennedy Avenue F.J. O’Hara & Sons 
Puritan Fish Co. 
Ocean Transfer, Inc. 
Araho Transfer 
Fresh Fish West 

32,500 

X 310-312 Northern Avenue Freshwater Fish Co. 
Globe Fish Co. 
B&M Fish Co. 
Jordan Bros. Seafood 

32,500 
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Table C-2:  Approved and Potential Redevelopment Served by Proposed Rail 

Approved Redevelopment    
Parcel ID# Name/Address Proposed Use Proposed SF Potential Employment 
M-1 Cargo Ventures Cold Storage 260,000 371 
  Crossdock Facility 80,000 114 
  Industrial/Commercial 130,000 186 
Total   470,000 671 
     
Potential Redevelopment    
Parcel ID# Name/Address Potential Use Potential SF Potential Employment 
M 3 Dolphin Way Industrial/Commercial 150,000 214 
N 25 Fid Kennedy Avenue Industrial/Commercial 160,000 229 
R 6 Tide Street Industrial/Commercial 125,000 179 
Total   435,000 621 

 



 

Table C-3:  BMIP Parcels and Uses 

Parcel 
ID# 

Name/Address Business/Future Use Development Type Existing 
SF 

Potential 
SF 

 Investment  

A Vacant Land Proposed Hotel New Building  360,000 TBD  
A-1 Vacant Land Supporting Hotel Open Space/Parking   TBD  
B 5-11 Drydock Avenue North Coast Seafoods 

Drydock Café 
Thompson Island 

New Building 101,124  $ 15,500,000  

C-1 Vacant Land Industrial/Commercial New Building  100,000 TBD  
C-2 Vacant Land Industrial/Commercial New Building  75,000 TBD  

D and E 1 Harbor Street 
(International Cargo Center, 
NE) 

Boston Freight 
Terminals 
Securitas 
FTU Bank 
Cargo Ventures 

New Building 211,347  $ 65,000,000  

F One Design Center 
(Boston Design Center) 

Various (see listing) Building Rehab 555,926  $ 15,000,000  

F-1 Two Design Center Design Center Parking Parking Lot    
G 20 Drydock Avenue P.J. Lobster Co. 

Gloucester Fish 
Building Rehab 12,774  $ 650,000  

G-1 18 Drydock Avenue Verizon Maintenance 
Facilities 

700   

H 22 Drydock Avenue 
(EDIC Office Building) 

EDIC 
Arnold Jacobsen 
Bitwise Software 
Mass Pile Drivers 
Newman-Coar 

Building Rehab 43,626   

I 21-25 Drydock Avenue 
(Bronstein Industrial Center) 

Various (see listing) Building Rehab 831,510  $ 5,000,000  

J 27 Drydock Avenue 
(Drydock Center) 

Various (see listing) Building Rehab 275,184  $ 15,000,000  

K 36 Drydock Avenue Coastal Cement New Building 24,169  $ 3,500,000  
L Drydock # 3 Boston Ship Repair Rehabilitation 17,539  $ 2,000,000  

L-1 24 Drydock Avenue Boston Ship Repair Rehabilitation 30,000   
L-1 30 Drydock Avenue Frank Bean Building Rehab 600   
L-2 7 Tide Street Thermo King Building Rehab 35,846  $ 3,500,000  
M 3 Dolphin Way Vacant Building TBD  150,000 TBD  
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Parcel 
ID# 

Name/Address Business/Future Use Development Type Existing 
SF 

Potential 
SF 

 Investment  

(106,763) 
M-1 Massport Marine Terminal Industrial/Commercial New Building(s)  470,000 TBD  

M-B1 1 Seafood Way Legal Seafoods New Building 75,000  $ 15,000,000  
M-B8 8 Seafood Way 

(Harbor Seafood Center #1) 
Slade Gorton & Co. 
Constitution Seafood 
Boston Sword & Tuna, 
Inc 
Sousa Lobster Co. 

New Building 65,712  $ 13,000,000  

M-2 2 Fid Kennedy Avenue CA/T Vent Building New Building 28,115   
N 25 Fid Kennedy Avenue Vacant Building 

(159,323) 
TBD  160,000 TBD  

O One Au Bon Pain Way Au Bon Pain Building Rehab 46,879  $ 8,000,000  
P 3 Anchor Way McDonald Steel New Building 12,305  $ 1,500,000  
Q 12 Channel Street  Various (see listing) Building Rehab 357,361   
R 6 Tide Street JJ Daly Building Rehab 114,198 125,000 $ 500,000  
S 306 Northern Avenue Harpoon Brewery 

Nagle Seafood Co. 
Bill's Garage & Sons, 
Inc.  

Building Rehab 117,747   $ 16,000,000  

T 329 Northern Avenue Vacant Building 
(142,110) 

TBD   TBD  

U 7 Channel Street Stavis Seafoods Building Rehab 31,196  $ 6,500,000  
V Drydock #4 New City Hall (Parking) Below-Grade 

Parking 
   

V-1 Vacant Land New City Hall (V & V-1) New Building  350,000 TBD  
W 290 Northern Avenue A.C. Cruise Lines Building Rehab 400  $ 100,000  
W 296 Northern Avenue Harborlights Pavilion New Structure 48,468  $ 8,000,000  

W-1 300 Northern Avenue Yankee Lobster 
Commercial Lobster 

Building Rehab 12,767  $ 2,500,000  

X 5-7 Fid Kennedy Avenue 
(New Boston Seafood Center) 

F.J. O'Hara & Sons 
Puritan Fish Co. 
Ocean Transfer, Inc. 
Araho Transfer 
Fresh Fish West 

New Building  32,500  $ 6,500,000  
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Parcel 
ID# 

Name/Address Business/Future Use Development Type Existing 
SF 

Potential 
SF 

 Investment  

X 310-312 Northern Avenue 
(New Boston Seafood Center) 

Freshwater Fish Co. 
Globe Fish Co. 
B&M Fish Co. 
Jordan Bros. Seafood 

New Building 32,500  $ 6,500,000  

Y 12 Drydock Avenue BMIP Parking Garage New Building 432,000   
Z Pier 10 Boston Harbor Patrol Rehabilitation 400   
    3,547,893 1,790,000  $ 209,250,000 
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Appendix D 

Conley Terminal Specifications 
Conley Terminal Features: 

 Fully dedicated Terminal, 101 acres 
 2,000 feet of berthing space includes 1,100 ft at a depth of 45 ft and 900 ft at a 

depth of 40 ft 
 Four Post Panamax cranes 
 State-of-the-art ten-lane gate facility with computer tracking system 
 Combined wheeled and grounded operation 
 Easy access to rail transfer facility 
 New administration building 
 Dedicated, fully trained labor force to handle valuable cargo 
 Reefer capacity for 160 containers 
 Dedicated haul road connecting to interstate highways I-93, I-90, and I-95 
 Dedicated haul road to rail transfer facility at Beacon Park, four miles from 

Terminal 
 

Conley Terminal Specifications:  

Berth 11 & 12 
 Berth Construction – wood/steel pile, concrete deck 
 Length – 2,000 ft (609.2m) 
 Depth at MLW – 2,000 feet at 45 ft 

 
Equipment: Four Paceco low-profile container gantry cranes with retractable 
horizontal booms 

 Capacity of two of the cranes is 40 long tons (40.64 tonnes) 
 Height – 134 feet 
 Outboard reach – 115 feet (35m) 
 Boom backreach – 86 feet (26.2m) 
 Gantry gauge – 96 feet (29.2m) 
 Power – electric diesel 
 Capacity of the other two cranes is 50 long tons (50.8 tonnes) 
 Height – 134 feet (40.8m) 
 Outboard reach – 150 feet (45.7m) 
 Boom backreach – 32 feet (9.7m) 
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 Gantry gauge – 96 feet (29.2m) 
 Power – electric diesel 
 Backlands: 60 acres (24.2 hectares) of open storage yard 

 
Berth 13 – 15 

 Berth Construction – wood pile, concrete deck 
 Length – 2,500 ft (762m) 
 Depth at MLW – 35 ft (10.6m) 
 Backlands – 26 acres (10.5 hectares) of open container storage yard 

 

Table D-1:  Cargo Volumes at Massport Facilities 
Containerized Cargo (Conley Terminal) 
Category Dec 07 – Nov 08 
Containerized Cargo Import 
TEUs* (Fulls) 

101,704 

Containerized Cargo Export 
TEUs* (Fulls) 

62,588 

Containerized Cargo Empty 
TEUs* 

44,146 

Containerized Cargo Total 
TEUs* 

208,438 

Containerized Import Short 
Tons 

1,056,603 

Containerized Export Short 
Tons 

558,911 

Total Containerized Short 
Tons 

1,615,514 

Non-Containerized Cargo (Massport Marine Facilities) 
Category Dec 07 – Nov 08 
Automobiles Processed 23,130 
Cruise Passengers 282,948 
Cement Short Tons 173,596 

*TEU (20-foot equivalent unit) 
*Totals do not include Over-the-Road containers 
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Table D-1:  Cargo Volumes at Massport Facilities (cont’d.) 
2008 
Containerized Cargo 
Public & Private Terminals  
Import Metric Tons 973,409 
Export Metric Tons 496,311 
Total Containerized Cargo 1,469,720 
Container Ships (includes barges) 242 
Auto Vessels 32 
Bulk Cargo Imports in Metric Tons  
Automobiles (Autoport) 29,150 
Petroleum Products 6,837,017 
Salt 688,695 
Liquefied Natural Gas 2,556,039 
Gypsum 27,692 
Cement*** 161,656 
Other 2,105,133 
Sub-total Bulk Imports 12,405,382 
Bulk Cargo Exports in Metric Tons  
Scrap Metal 539,966 
Other 135,571 
Automobiles (Autoport) 21,736 
Sub-total Bulk Exports 800,524 
Total Bulk Cargo 13,205,906 
Bulk Cargo Vessels/Arrivals 481 
Total Port of Boston Cargo 15,511,011 
Container TEUs (Fulls Only) 164,548 
Automobiles Processed (units) 26,779 
Cruise Passengers 269,911 
Cruise Vessel Sailings 113 

NOTES: 
Container TEUs do not include Over-the-Road boxes 
*Private Terminal Volumes are as reported by PIERS. 
**Vessel arrivals for 2007 were previously reported in error as 361. 
***Cement includes barge volumes at Massport facilities 
Other bulk import cargoes include chewing gum, dyes, vegetable oil, putty and caulk, and adhesives. 
Other bulk export cargoes include steel and used automobiles. 
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Appendix E 

Letter of Support from Massport 
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